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OF 
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LACLEDE GAS COMPANY 
MISSOURI GAS ENERGY 

CASE NO. GR-2017-0215 
CASE NO. GR-2017-0216 

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND YOUR BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is David G. Pitts, and my business address is 33 Amesbury Circle, Crossville 

TN, 38558. 

BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLOYED AND IN ,vHAT CAPACITY? 

I am the sole proprietor of Independent Actuarial Services, an actuaiial consultancy 

specializing in retirement system and economic damage analysis. 

WHERE WERE YOU Ei.VIPLOYED PRIOR TO INDEPENDENT ACTUARIAL 

SERVICES? 

Immediately prior to starting my consultancy, I worked for Moody's Analytics in a group 

devoted to developing and leasing simulation based risk management software. Within 

this group, I worked directly with the asset managers, insurers, and investment/actuarial 

consultants that service the retirement indushy. While in this role, I developed a 

prototype for linking strategic pension asset allocation decisions with indicative credit 

ratings. Earlier in my career, I spent several years with Towers Watson, Mercer, Buck, 

and other consultancies, focused primarily on the retirement needs of Fortune I 00 

companies. I consulted on a vaiiety of pension and retiree medical matters, including 
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Q: 

A: 

Q: 

IA: 

Q: 

A: 

benefit design, communication, valuation, risk mitigation, service provider fee analysis, 

pension fmancing alternatives, and enterprise risk management. 

WHAT IS YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS? 

I am a Fellow in the Society of Actuaries, and have a BS in Mathematics from Tufts 

University. 

HA VE YOU TESTIFIED IN OTHER REGULATORY PROCEEDINGS? 

Yes. I have testified on rate cases in Colorado on behalf of the Public Utility 

Commission, and in Connecticut on behalf of a public utility. I have also served as an 

actuarial consultant to commissions in New Mexico and Missouri on retirement matters. 

EXPLAIN HOW YOUR BACKGROUND QUALIFIES YOU FOR PROVIDING 

THIS TESTIMONY TO THE MISSOURI PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION. 

As a pension actuaiy, I have significant pension and retiree medical valuation experience, 

and am well versed in the accounting, funding, and risk management issues that are 

integral in this proceeding. 

I have additional experience that is relevant in my testimony, based on my volunteer 

activity with the Society of Actuaries. First, as the ongoing pension representative of the 

Enterprise Risk Management Curriculum and Examination committees, I am current on 

emerging best practices that address risk measurement and mitigation, competencies that 

were in short supply in the period leading up to the 2007-2008 financial crisis. 

Additionally, as a member of the former Pension Finance Task Force, I worked on 

several projects integrating basic principles of finance and economics into retirement 

actuarial practice. 
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Finally, as an independent consultant, my analysis is not encumbered by any ongoing 

actuarial relationships I have with individual companies. 
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Q: 

IA: 

III. 

IQ: 

IA: 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS CASE? 

I was hired by the Office of the Public Counsel to perfmm a review ofLaclede's and 

MGE's pension and retiree medical programs, present my findings, and recommend 

changes to better align Laclede's policies with established regulatory principles. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

BRIEFLY SUlWMARIZE THE RESULTS OF YOUR REVIEW 

The combination of the Laclede pension, 401k and retiree medical programs can be 

thought of as a retirement system. Stakeholders in this system include employees and 

pensioners, Company management, shareholders, and ratepayers. 

Employees and pensioners have benefitted from this system, as their total retirement 

package is quite generous - more valuable than their countctparts in non-regulated 

utilities, and far more valuable than the general ratepaying public. 1 Shareholders have 

been enriched by this system, as they enjoy near riskless profit on the financing of 

1 See attached "Non-Bargained New Hire Retirement Survey" from Moody's Analytics and "Utility Industry 
Benchmarking Report" from Aon for more infonnation on the differences between regulated and non-regulated 
retirement benefits. 
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pension deficits through rate base. 2 Company management benefits from the system, as 

they enjoy substantial "tail winds" in meeting financial targets within various incentive 

programs. Each of these stakeholders benefit at the expense ofratepayers, in particular 

ji,ture ratepayers, who are saddled with increasing amounts of pension and retiree 

medical debt. 

The system dynamics arc as follows: (a) retirement costs have been systematically 

understated, (b) risk exposures borne by ratepayers have been actively downplayed, and 

(c) ratepayers have been subject to excessive plan maintenance fees. The system 

perpehrntes since cun-ent utility rates are kept aiiificially low relative to the trne cost of 

providing the retirement package. hi keeping retirement costs miificially low, much of 

the cost of benefits already earned is being put to filhtre generations of ratepayers. These 

dynamics violate established regulatory principles of expense fairness and 

reasonableness, and revenue/expense matching. 

The policies which led to these outcomes are permissible under the current fonding and 

accounting regimes, and are unfo1tunately prevalent within the regulated utility sector. 

However, these outcomes could have been avoided under Spire's stewardship through 

more proactive management of the various retirement financial policies under its control. 

2 The Company can borrow at cost-of-debt, and then immediately earn pre-tax weighted average cost of capital on 
contributions made into a tmst. Such actions are generally considered credit neutral, as companies are exchanging 
one form of debt for another. Seep. 2 of attached "Pension de-risking gathers pace ... " Special Comment from 
Moody's Investor Service. 
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Finally, there is a clear difference expressed in the way non-regulated companies manage 

the various retirement policies vs. their non-regulated counterpaiis. Non-regulated 

companies more proactively manage costs and risks, increasingly within a holistic 

corporate finance perspective, in their quest to maximize shareholder value. Regulated 

companies also seek to maximize shareholder value - however in this instance, to the 

detriment of ratepayers. 

7 I IV. 
8 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

g IQ: 

10 IA: 

DESCRIBE YOUR FRAMEWORK FOR PERFORMING YOUR ANALYSIS 

Retirement system finance is complex, in that there are elements of operational cost, 

investing activity, and debt financing. There are several layers of cashflows that must be 

examined. The analysis is complicated by the arcane accounting and funding rules which 

tend to obfuscate the underlying economics. For example, accounting rules under GAAP 

do not adequately address the piice of risk, and include arbitrary "smoothing techniques" 

that mask the underlying economics. Funding rules under BRISA are driven largely by 

tax policy which is independent of current market realities. 3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Q: 'WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY CASHFLOWS YOU ARE CONSIDERING IN 

YOUR ANALYSIS? 

3 MAP-2 l created a "corridor" around the "24 Month Average Segment Rates" which had the practical impact of 
lowering minimum funding requirements. The corridor is not market-based, however. See attached "Funding 
Stabilization and PBGC Premium Increases" release from Aon Hewitt. 
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1 I A: I will address each of the relevant cashflows in turn. 
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The first cashflow to be examined is between employee and Company. Employees "give 

up" current compensation in exchange for a deferred payout shucture in the fonn of 

pensions and retiree medical. The long-term nature of these benefits leads many 

practitioners to describe such arrangements as "bond-like". FASB refers to such defened 

compensation arrangements as ~ ;!!°'~ ody's treats unfunded pension liabilities 

as corporate debt in its rating process.5 The obvious question for this first order level of 

financing becomes "are the costs of these debt-like obligations properly measured and 

disclosed?" The answer is important for regulated entities that seek to ensure service is 

provided at reasonable and fair prices. Like other forms of debt, the liability is interest 

sensitive. For regulated entities, the interest accrual on this debt-like obligation is 

"passed through" to ratepayers in the fonn of allocated costs. 

The second set of cashflows to examine relates to the cost allocation methodology. Since 

ratepayers are ultimately responsible for paying the retirement benefits of utility workers, 

the question becomes "are the deferred compensation costs of the workforce properly 

allocated to the customer base receiving utility service?" If not, then future generations 

4 See page 4 of attached "Financial Statement Adjustments in the Analysis ofNon-Financial Corporations" 
methodology paper from Moody's Investor Service. 
5 See page 4 of attached "Financial Statement Adjustments in the Analysis ofNon-Financial Corporations" 
methodology paper from Moody's Investor Service. 
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of ratepayers are responsible for paying the pensions of fonner workers, an 

intergenerational inequity. 

A related question is what becomes of the money earmarked for retirement that is 

collected in rates? Does the Company contribute the amount directly into a dedicated 

pension or retiree medical trust? What if the Company contributes more into trusts than 

is collected? If there is a mismatch between what is collected in rates vs. what is funded 

in busts, will the difference earn a return? If ratepayers are charged pre-tax weighted 

average cost of capital ("W ACC") on excess contributions paid by the Company above 

and beyond what they've collected in rates, how does that compare to other fmms of 

financing that may be available? 

Importantly, how is the Company investing pension and retiree medical assets, i.e., the 

strategic asset allocation? Since qualified retirement benefits must be funded through a 

dedicated trust, the costs are ultimately met tluough a combination of earnings and 

contributions. How much risk is being undertaken in the hopes of earning additional 

returns? Do ratepayers understand the level ofrisks that are being taken? Are there 

additional risk mitigation techniques that could be employed? Do accounting 

conventions incent plan sponsors to take on additional risk when managing earnings? 

Lastly, arc there excess frictional costs, such as Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 

("PBGC") variable premiums that could be avoided? The following section summarizes 

my analysis on each of these issues. 
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V. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

Unclerstated Costs 

TABLE DGP-1 

2016 Net Periodic Expense 
Service Cost 
Interest Cost 
Expected ROA 
Amort PSC 
Amert Loss 
Net Periodic Expense 

Discount Rate 
Co""!pe_nsati_o!1 lncrease 
Expected Return on Assets 

LAC 

7.7 
13.9 

(16.6) 
0.4 
6.3 

11.7 

4.40% 
3.00% 
7.75% 

Pensions 

MGE 

2.1 
7.5 

(10.1) 

1.4 
0.9 

4.50% 
3.00% 
7.75% 

OPEBs 

Total LAc<1l MGE Total 

9.8 10.3 0.2 
21.4 7.1 1.0 

(26.7) (7.3) (1.2) 
0.4 0.8 (0.5) 
7.7 3.5 0.3 

12.6 14.5 (0.3) 

4.00% 4.30% 
3.00% N/A 
6.00% 4.75% 

r . 
(ll Medical, life, Group, Senior Officers life 

Table DGP-1 shown above summarizes the 2016 net periodic expense development 

included in the achmrial reports provided during discovery. 

There are two shortcomings in the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") 

methodology underlying these expense calculations that serve to undcrprice the hue 

economic cost of the retirement programs. 

10.5 
8.1 

(8.5) 
0.3 
3.8 

14.2 

First, the "discount rate" shown above for pensions is based on the "settlement rate" 

guidance pui forih by FASB.6 However, ihe FASB guidance fails to capture the nature of 

6 The PBGC provides protections up to specified maximums on qualified pension benefits in the event the plan 
sponsor is unable to meet its obligations. 
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the pension promise both in theory and in practice. Since pensions are protected under 

ER1SA7
, the theoretical constrnct of using anything other than US treasury securities as a 

discount rate introduces an element of default which is contrary to the nature of the 

promise. Iri addition, pension liabilities using the FASB settlement rates typically 

underestimate the market price of pension liabilities. In practice, F ASB liabilities are 

often 10-15% below the market value that is observed in the growing and competitive 

risk transfer market. 8 

Second, the expected return on asset component of periodic expense does not reflect the 

inherent riskiness of a portfolio strategy. 9 It is nonsensical that a Company can boost its 

earnings simply by taking a highly aggressive investment strategy in its pension fund -

although that is precisely what happens. As an example, the net periodic pension expense 

of$12.6 million shown above would almost double to $24 million if the Liability Driven 

Investing ("LDI") strategy adopted by the Company were fully in force - a perfectly 

bl . JO reasona e mvestment strategy. 

7 The PBGC provides protections up to specified maximums on qualified pension benefits in the event the plan 
sponsor is unable to meet its obligations. 
8 Examples include the GM and Verizon retiree risk transfer transactions with Pmdential. 
9 The LDI strategy is a perfectly reasonable alternative for Companies to employ, as "low risk" portfolios are by 
definition on the Efficient Frontier. 
10 The LDI strategy is a perfectly reasonable alternative for Companies to employ, as "low risk" portfolios are by 
definition on the Efficient Frontier. 

9 
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1 I Non-transparent Financial Risks 

2 I Based on the 20 I 6 Annual Rep01i, Laclede Gas pension assets were invested 57% in 

3 I equities and 43% in debt. While the expected reh1m on such a pmifolio is greater than 

4 I the expected return of a lower risk LDI portfolio, by no means is the expected reh1rn 

s I guaranteed. In fact, the cmTent asset allocation strategy is probably not much different 

6 I than what was in place immediately prior to the financial crisis which generated losses in 

7 I the tens of millions of dollars. 

8 I The current Spire portfolio has significant asset/liability mismatch 1isk - the very same 

9 I risk that drove the Savings and Loan crisis in the 1980's. Witness Gleim Buck 

10 I acknowledges this volatility when he states: 

11 "Prior to the 2002 case, the Company's rates were based on pension expense as 
12 calculated pursuant to FAS 87 and FAS 88. Our experience during those years was that 
13 FAS 87 and FAS 88 had produced unacceptable volatility and cash flow effects in setting 
14 rates." (Buck direct, p. 6) 

15 I An inherently risky investment strategy cmmot reduce cost volatility simply by changing 

16 I accounting conventions. 

10 
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I Misallocation of Costs Among Ratepayer Generations 
TABLE DGP-2 

Pensions 

Funded Status 9/30/2016 LAC MGE Total 

Discount Rate 3.50% 3.50% 
Funded Status 

PBO/APBO 361.9 192.2 
PJA 246.0 149.7 
unfunded 115.9 42.S 
% funded 68.0% 77.9% 

AOCI 
Unrecognized Losses 109.4 23.3 
Prior Service Cost 3.1 5.0 
Total 112.S 28.3 

Expected Cashflows 2017 
Trust Contributions 29.0 
Benefit Payments 30.9 16.7 

554.1 
395.7 
158.4 
71.4% 

132.7 
8.1 

140.8 

29.0 
47.6 

OPEBs 

LAC 111 MGE Total 

182.8 25.1 207.9 
134.9 24.8 159.7. 

47.9 0.3 48.2 
73.8% 98.8% 76.8% 

36.8 6.6 43.4 
1.0 (4.4) (3.4) 

37.8 2.2 40.0 

10.7 
10.0 2.3 

. . . 

<
11 Medical, life, Group, Senior Officers life 

10.7 
12.3 

Table DGP-2 shown above summarizes selected accounting disclosure information from 

the actuarial reports provided during discovery. 

The AOC! entries indicate there is $181 million of"unrecognized" amounts. Under 

GAAP, these "umecognized amounts" ultimately flow through into expense, either 

through the FAS87/I 06 amortization process, or through FAS88 accelerations. 

Translating this to English: there is $181 million in expense that has yet to be allocated 

11 
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1 I to ratepayers under GAAP 11
, There are technical reasons why GAAP allows this to 

2 I occur, primarily related to ineffective amortization and smoothing techniques 12
. 

3 I The funded status entries also indicate the plans are underfunded by $207 millimi13. 

4 I Unfortunately for the ratepayer, very little of the $181 million in future expense will go 

s I toward eliminating the plan deficits. In fact, $157 million is owed to the Company in the 

6 I form of prepaid assets. 14 Thus, ratepayers currently have unfunded retirement obligations 

7 I of$364 million: $157 owed to the Company, plus $207 owed to the plan trnsts. 

8 I Excessive Fees 

9 I I have not performed a comprehensive expense review analysis, however there are two 

10 I obvious areas where ongoing plan maintenance fees have been excessive: first in the 

11 I amount of PBGC insurance premiums that have been incurred, and second in the amount 

12 I of finance charges that have been assessed on prepaid assets. 

13 I PBGC Premiums 

14 I The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21 st Ccntmy Act (MAP-21) enacted in 2012 

15 I significantly increased PBGC premiums for underfunded pension plans, by dramatically 

11 Equals $140.8 +40.0 
12 See attached "The smoothing of pension expenses: a panel analysis" research paper by Xiaowen Jeng 
13 Equals $158.4 + 48.2 
14 Schedule E-5, Noack Direct 
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increasing the "Variable Rate" portion of the premium 15
• In response, most plan sponsors 

sought to minimize the variable premiums through accelerated funding. PBOC variable 

premiums can be thought of as a penalty, since the payment goes to the PBOC and not 

the pension plan. 

The table below summmizes the PBOC premium history for LAC and MOE during the 

last few years. 

LACLEDE RETIREMENT INCOME PLAN I MOE RETIREMENT INCOME PLAN 
Plan Year 
2016/17 

2015/16 

2014/15 

PBOC Premium 
Flat 
Variable 
Total 
Flat 
Variable 
Total 
Flat 
Variable 
Credit 
Total 

Plan Year 
$170,624 I 2016 
999,810 

1,170,434 
139,992 I 2015 
731,592 
871,584 
122,157 

0 
(210) 

121,947 

PBOC Premium 
Flat 
Variable 
Total 
Flat 
Variable 
Total 

$93,952 
326,400 
420,352 

86,070 
239,736 
325J06 

As indicated, the LAC and MOE plans paid variable premiums to the PBOC of$2.4 

million. These premiums could have been mitigated had the Company chosen to fund 

more money into the pension trusts. However, as indicated in the response to DR-5006, 

15 See attached "Funding Stabilization and PBGC Premium Increases" publication from Aon Hewitt 
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"We typically fund the minimum amount." Laclede' s current funding policy makes no 

attempt to minimize tHe frictional cost of PBGC variable premiums. 

Rate Base Financing 

• 

• 

Rate base financing of incremental contributions to retirement tmsts is unreasonable in 

my opinion, as it forces ratepayers to "bon-ow" at above market rates 16
. Conceptually, 

ratepayer debt is swapped from "m01igage-like" debt ( at mortgage interest rates) to 

"credit card-like" debt (at credit card interest rates). Consider: 

Prepaid pension and retiree medical assets are based on financing choices unilaterally 

placed on ratepayers. The Company sets accounting and funding policy. 

The Company controls how much cash is contributed into the tmsts. Funding policies 

which reference "between the minimum required by federal funding standards and the 

maximum amount that would be deductible for tax purposes" (DR-5006) are not ten-ibly 

meaningful. By way of example, under this policy the LAC plan could contribute 

anywhere between $18 million and $239 million for the 2015 plan year (10/1/2015 

Actuarial Report). 

16 While there is no aCtive market for ratepayers to borrow directly, it is important to note that the credit worthiness 
of ratepayers is quite high, especially when a negotiated settlement is obtained. Rates approaching municipal bond 
rates might be appropriate, rather than pre~tax \V ACC as is typical in rate base returns. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

While many utilities claim they arc simply following GAAP in setting expense, it is 

permissible to accelerate recognition oflosses 17
. The impact of accelerating loss 

recognition would be to control the growth of prepaids, and better align costs with the 

generation of workers driving those costs, a key regulatory principle 18. 

Laclede was unable to provide projections indicating exactly how long the prepaids 

would remain in rate base . 

This treatment is especially harsh when one considers the events surrounding the 

financial c1isis. Tln'Ough no fault of their own, ratepayers were subject to massive losses 

which dramatically reduced pension assets. The federal government dramatically 

lowered interest rates as part of its stimulus package: cash became very cheap to bmrnw. 

Companies were in a position to borrow cash ( at historically low interest rates), and then 

immediately fund the trust back up ( covering the losses they created), while 

simultaneously earning above-market returns on the prepaid. In my opinion, this is a 

form of arbitrage. 

Finally, prepaid assets result from complicated financing transactions and are very 

different from typical "investments" such as power plants. 

17 See attached "Pre-empting FASB: mark-to-market pension cost accounting" practice note from Russell 
Investments. 
18 Witness Glenn Buck acknowledges this goal:; "One of the primary objectives is to ensure that pension and OPEB 
costs are assigned to the time periods in which benefits are earned." (Buck Direct, p.4). 
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The following table demonstrates that ratepayers are paying $7.2 million in additional 

finance charges above a reasonable amount (i.e., based on a long-term cost of debt). 19 If 

a more reasonable rate of return is applied, the prepaid can be fully amortized over a 20 

year peiiod for a minor increase in rates. 

TABLE DGP-3 

Return 
Prepaid Pension/OPES 

Deferred Income Taxes 
Net Rate Base 
Tax Grossed Up ROR/Cost of Debt 

Return on Rate Base 

Prepaid Pension/OPEB 
Deferred Income Taxes 
Net Rate Base 

Tax Grossed Up ROR/Cost of Debt 

Return on Rate Base 

Amortization 
Prepaid Pension/OPES 
Amortization Period 
Amortization 

Prepaid Pension/OPES 
Amortization Period 

Amortization 

19 See Ahem Direct, Schedule PMA-Dl 

Laclede Proposed@ WACC 

153,687,092 
(58,033 783) 
95,653,309 

11.6% 
$11,087,861 

MGE Proposed@ WACC 

2,812,626 
(1,062,076} 
1,750,550 

11.6% 

$202,919 

LACLEDE 

153,687,092 
0 

$0 

MGE 

2,812,626 
0 

$0 

16 

OPC Proposed @ Wgt 

Cost LTD 

153,687,092 

tss.oD,7831 
95,653,309 

4.2% 
$3,978,221 

OPC Proposed @ Wgt 

Cost LTD 

2,812,626 
(1,062,076} . 
1,750,550 

4.2% 
$72,805 

OPC 

153,687,092 
20 

$7,684,355 

OPC 

2,812,626 
20 

$140,631 
Net 

Revenue 
Requirement 

Difference 

($7,109,640) 

($130,113) 

$7,684,355 

$140,631 
$585,232 
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I VI. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

RECOMMENDATION 

My analysis and review of the Laclede retirement system suggests there are a few areas 

where policies can be improved to better align the system dynamics with established 

regulatory principles. My recommendations are as follows: 

Create a 20-year ammiization payment to write down the prepaid assets. At the same 

time, lower the return on prepaids from pre-tax W ACC to pre-tax cost of debt. This 

would have the practical effect ofkecping rates unchanged while simultaneously 

addressing the intergenerational inequity problem. 

Change funding policy to minimize the frictional costs of PBGC variable premiums. 

Mandate a strategic financing review, considering options such as "borrow-to-fund" 

strategies that take advantage of historically low interest rates, enabling companies to de

risk more rapidly (e.g., accelerate the glidepath).20 

Mandate an independent retiree medical benefit review, recognizing the dramatic 

differences in relative richness between MGE and LAC programs. 

16 IQ: DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY? 

17 I A: Yes. 

20 See attached "Pension Funding Strategy'' whitepaper from Aon Hewitt. 
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Chart 1-U: New Hire Retirement Costs As a % of Payroll 
Unregulated Utilities 
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Chart 1-0: New Hire Retirement Costs As a % of Payroll 
Other Companies 
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Execut1ve Summary 

Our researJ finds that the Utility Industry continues to provide very valuable retirement benefits to its 
employees f nd, despite broader industry trends to the contrary, remains committed to the defined benefit 
(DB) penslor system for providing those benefits. That said, the level of spending on retirement benefits 
and the degJee of commitment toward DB pensions vary considerably among Utility Industry companies. 

Retiremtnt Plan Design for Salaried Employees: Trends and 
Benchm rking 
In studying . e retirement benefits offered to salaried employees by Utility companies. the following 
retirement an design trends emerge: 

The Uti · 1y Industry-especially the larger companies-is more committed to defined benefit plans 
than ge eral Industry. 

• The pri ary vehicle for delivering reti'rement benefits is a cash balance plan. 

Over a participant's lifetime, utility companies contribute more than 10% of pay annually toward 
retirem&nt benefits. 

RetiremLnt Plan Costs: Trends and Benchmarking. 
We also stried what utililies spend on retirement benefits and how that has trended over time: 

• The Uti»ty Industry spent 1.6% of revenues on retirement benefits in 2015-significantly more than 
general industry, which spent only 0.9%. However, utilities tend to spend less on other benefits and 
direct <fmpensation 1. 

• Signifidjrnt variation exists, as demonstrated by the fact that the utility spending the most on 
retire mint benefits is spending more than 1 O times that of the utility spending the least. 

Despit actions taken by tho Utility Industry, utilities are spending more on retirem0nl benefits now 
than in he previous 10 years. 

! 

Retiree[ elf are Plan Design: Trends and Benchmarking 
As we see. ith retirement income benefits (defined benefit [DB] and defined contribution [DC]), the Utility 
Industry al· sponsors richer and more broadly available retiree welfare programs (medical, prescription 
drug, and I e insurance). This, of course, leads to higher levels of spending than other industries. With 
regard to r,, tiree welfare, the following key themes emerge: 

I 

' • The Utility industry has retained material financial risks related to their retiree welfare programs. 

Signifitnt changes are anticipated in the next few years to contain these risks. 

Potent! changes, especially for pre-Medicare coverage, may be delayed due to the uncertain future 
of the I ffordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA) given the outcome of the recent presidential election. 

'Aon Howitt denefit SpecSe/ect1~ database & 2015 Form 5500s as provided to the U.S. Department of labor and other publically 
available info&nation. 

~,,,.j~.-~. ·-
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Retirement Benefit Management Strategies: Recent Activity and a Look 

Ahead 

• 

• 

Utility cor,panies are interested in reducing pension risk with settlement initiatives as long as rate 

recover,ls not at risk. 
Utility cqnpanies are offering lump sum windows to terminated vested participants at a pace that is 
only sligltly behind that of general industry. Take rates are slightly lower than those observed in 

generalidustry. 
Rate-re· lated utility companies are structuring settlement initiatives to avoid ASC 715 settlement 

expens 

Retiree In-out activity is expected to increase in the near future. 

I 
I 
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About tis Report 
We present l!ata that compares utility companies to each other and to general industry, including 
observalionfon trends within the Utility Industry over time. The focus of this report is· on the retirement 
plan design. ithin the Utility Industry, and it is the first such report. We plan to publish a second report in 
the spring o 2017 that focuses on the financial position of utility-sponsored retirement programs and 
associated rategies for the financial management of their programs. 

Details o1Employers Included 

The utility c: mpanies represented in this report include those that are. in. the S&P 500. These 26 
companies nge in size from 6,000 to 30,000 employees with an average employee population of 
14,000. I 
AEE · Ameren Corporation 
AEP American Electric Power Co., Inc. 
CNP CenterPoint Energy, Inc. 
CMS CMS Energy Cor!'_. 
ED i Consolidated Edison, Inc. 
D I Dominion Resources. Inc. 
DTE g DTE Energy Company 
DUK 'I Duke Energy Corporation 
EIX I Edison International 
ETR j ___ Entergy Corporation 
ES L_ Eversource En~ 
EXC I Exelon Corporation 

i FirstEnergy Corp. gy 
NEE I NextEra Energy, Inc. 
NI J NiSource Inc. 
NRG f NRG Energy, Inc. 
PCG I PG&E Corporation 
PNW ~ . Pinnacle West capital Corporation 
PPL I PPL Corporation 
r't:u ~ Public Service Enterprise Group Inc. 
SCG I SCANA Corp. 

Sempra Energy 
SO j Southern Company 
AES j The AES Corgoration 
WEC WEC Energy ""G~ro~u"'p.,__. ~ln~c'-. ___ _ 
XEL Xcel Energy Inc. 

' 
For plan dt.· ign purposes, we have used the plan that covers the largest portion of each company's 
population 

j 

I 
j 
' 
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Retire 
and B 

New Hir 

ent Plan Design for Salaried Employees: Trends 
nchmarking 

Plan Prevalence 

While the v,t<t majority of general industry has moved away from offering a defined benefit plan to newly 
hired emp!oJe· es, defined benefit plans remain quite prevalent in the Utility Industry, with 17 of the 26 
organizatio continuing to allow newly hired salaried employees to enter a defined benefit plan. That 
said, the Uti ty Industry has moved away from offering a traditional, annuity-based defined benefit plan
only one of e 26 S&P 500 utilities continues to offer such a traditional plan. Cash balance plans have 
emerged in. heir place, as 16 of the 17 organizations that still offer a defined benefit plan now offer cash 
balance de gns. 

General Industry Utility Industry 

8°?!__ ·-··· 
27% 

i9% 
23%' 

31% 34'/4 

69% 13% ,VHM I ¥ 

E ~""~ 

I" I -. 
II ~ 

" - -~ 
2014 2016 2000 2005 2010 2012 2014 2016 

• Traditional • Cash Balance DC Only 

Source: Gene@! Industry· AM Howitt Benefit SpecSelectw, Utility lndustry . Form 5500s as pawided In thi:i U.S. Department of 
Labor and othir pub1ica1ly available information. 

Why have lmues remained committed to defined benefit plans while general industry has moved away? 

• Utilitie~operate in a heavily unionized environment, which makes changes to existing benefils-in 
partic~rr, pensions-very difficult. Utilities also often promote from the union lo the supervisory level, 
such that large differences between union and nonunion benefits present business challenges. 

UtilitleJvalue the experience and knowledge of long-service employees. Pension benefits tend to 
promo retention and career stability. 

• U1ilitie often conclude that defined benefit pensions allow for more efficient delivery of retirement 
benefi , as the company is able to invest the funds and manage longevity risks better than individual 
plan p icipants. 

Utilitie can, in some cases, be more tolerant of volatile pension costs due to 1he nature of their 
busine s, competitive forces, and the long-term nature of their management horizon. 

Utility lndustrf Bencho1arkin9 RepOrt 4 
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TrackingfRetirement Benefit Changes in the Utility Industry 

Proprietar; ;:md Confident/al 

f 
Specifically r the 26 S&P 500 utility companies, the chart below tracks the changes to defined benefit 
plans over t · e past 20 years. The changes to cash balance designs are denoted in green at the top of the 
timeline, an the closures are shown below the timeline, Companies that originally transitioned to a hybrid 
plan design nd later closed that plan are denoted in purple. Note that the chart captures the changes for 
the primary , Ian covering management, or nonunion, employees, In some cases, similar changes were 
made for th· unions at or around the same time, while in other cases the changes were negotiated with 
the unions rtluch later or not at all. 
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Source; Fom11· 500s as provided to the U,S, Department of Lal>Or and o~~~r pub!Jcaty available infonnation, 

A clear tre was the adoption of cash balance plans in the period 1996-2001, with 13 of the 26 
companies, olng so in this period. This trend mirrored general industry as cash balance plans amerged 
as a portab, e replacement for traditional pensions that was generally more cost-effective than a 
comparabll defined contribution plan. While the pace of cash balance adoption slowed as a cloud of 
regulatory ncertainty hovered over those plans, utilities continued to adopt cash balance plans through 
2014. 

It is interes ng to note that not a single S&P 500 utility has frozen their plan entirely, whereas 
approximately 25% of general industry has done so. We did see a handful of companies close their 
defined be~efit plans to new entrants, but at a much more measured pace than other industries. We do 
expect to s@e more plan closures, but those likely will occur where there is a catalyst, such as a business 
combinatiof, 

OrganizaliJns with a different mix of business will tend lo drive different retirement benefit strategies. For 
example, lersified energy companies with fewer regulated businesses tend to be less unionized and 
compete f talent with other industries, resulling in more emphasis on DC programs, while heavily 
unionized, eavily regulated companies have been and will likely continue to be more focused on DB 
programs. 

I 
Ulility lndustcf Benchmaf'King RepOrt 5 
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Defined .enefit Plan Coverage in the Utility Industry 

Given the b · chmarking information provided above, it should come as no surprise that a majority of 
Utility Indus! employees continue to be covered by defined benefit plans. Fourteen companies cover 
nearly all th · r employees, while only two companies cover fewer than 50% of their employees. Even 
companies t at have closed their DB plan to new entrants in the recent past will still often have a 
significant jority of employees participating in a 08 plan due to the relatively low turnover in this 
industry. 

of Retirement Benefit Formulas Structur 

For the 16 
will receive 
his or hero· 
would allow 

mpanies that still offer an ongoing cash balance plan for new hires, a full-career employee' 
n average annual employer contribution of about 11 % of pay. If an employee saves 6% of 
n pay, the total annual savings rate is approximately 17%. which our research suggests 

\, __ _ 

I 

full-career employee to retire with adequate retirement income. 

Retirement Spend for Age 25 New Hire at Various Career Milestones 
(Percentage of Annual Pay Employer Contribution) 

Age 

45 

"Matched 

55 

,,,CB 

65 lifetime 
Contribution 

Average 

Source: Aon ftewi\t Benefit SpecSe!ect rn, 2015 Form 5500s as pr<)'1ided to Uie U.S. Department of L.;1bor and other publically 
available info,iiation. 

J 

Cash balaf. e designs within the Utility Industry have generally been designed as graded based on age, 
service, an /or both. As seen in the chart above, entry-level participants have a far lower cash balance 
contributio on average. 4.3% of pay-as compared to long-service participants who have, on average, 
a 7.9% pa credit contributed on their behalf at age 65. 

1Full--career efiployee is defined here as someone hired at age 25 v,ho works through <>ge 65. 

U!tMy lndustrf Benchmari<ing Report . 6 
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Comparativ t there is far less differentiation on the defined contribution match portion of participant 
benefits. Thtdifference between the match for an entry-level versus a career participant is only 0.2% of 
pay, as onlyjne company provides a graded match (based on service}. 

The graded tructure that is typical of cash balance plans can be partially attributed to a desire to 
replicate the , enefit accrual pattern that existed in the prior traditional pension plan, as well as the desire 
to reward lo g-term service and incent retention, as discussed earlier. 

Averagefcareer Retirement Contribution2 for Utility New Hires 

We now coli ider the lifetime average contribution by company, where we continue to see a wide 
dispersion i · .the to. ta. I annual contribution. Interestingly, there is as much, if not more, differentiation in the 
level of 401 } contribution as there is in the cash balance benefit. Perhaps less surprising is that the 
replacemen ·DC benefits generally provide lower levels of benefits, when measured in terms of the 
average an ual contribution, than cash balance plans. 

16% 

14% 

12% I 
Lifetime Average Retirement contribution as a Percentage of Pay 

(Reflecting New Hire Programs) 

1:~ I ! 11111 
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Source: Aon ewitt Benefit SpecSelecfN, 2015 Form 5500s as provided lo the U.S, Department of labor and other publically 
available info atlon. 

The nine c~panies that have closed their defined benefit plans generally provide less generous 
retirement §enefits to their employees. Further, the companies without defined benefit plans also provide 
a less gen,tous match in their defined contribution plans. The comparison between total employer 
contributiorp is shown in the following chart. 
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Percentage of Employer Contributions Based on DB Plan Status 

6.3% 

Closed D 

_, 

.0% 2.0% 4.0% 6.0% 8.0% 10.0% 12.0% 

n DC Match " DC Nonelective Cash Balance 

Source: Aon 1-{twitt Benefit SpecSelect1.,., 2015 Form 5500s as provided to the U.S. Department ot labor and other pubt.~lly 
available infori!iation. 

This analysl is based on 16 companies offering defined benefit plans covering non-collectively bargained 
employees· nd nine companies with closed defined benefit plans. One of the nine companies does not 
offer any ty e of nonelective contributions. If that company is excluded from the analysis, the total 
nonelective on.tribution would increase by 0.5% for the closed D8 company average, stiH falling far short 
of the aver e defined benefit cash balance contribution. 

f 
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Retire~ent Plan Costs: Trends and Benchmarking 
As we shift ir focus to the cost profile of the retirement programs sponsored by utility companies, similar 
themes emefge. In general, the Utility Industry spends more on retirement benefits than general industry, 
although sigoificant variation does exist among companies within the Utility Industry. Let us separate the 
cost of retirerent benefits into two pieces: 

• Currentjservlce Cost, or the cost directly associated with the benefits employees earn during a 
given yepr in exchange for their service during the year. This is the service cost component of DB 
pensiont· xpense and is the total cost of any DC program in effect This cost represents the 
compen ation cost associated with retirement benefits and are driven by the value of the benefit and 
the und rlying employee demographics. Current Service Cost is the focus of this paper. 

Past Se ice Cost, which consists of the remaining portions of pension expense, composed mostly 
of finan,· ng costs (interest growth on accrued liabilities and expected return on trust assets) and 
amortiz.·t.ion payments on unexpected changes in assets and liabilities in prior periods. These costs 
are not e focus of this paper as they are primarily driven by financing decisions such as how much 
to fund,: ow to invest the assets, and how plan experience has varied from assumptions over time. 

Indeed, the Utility Industry average Current Service Cost for 2015 was 1.6% of revenues while general 
industry (exiluding utilities) was 0.9%. This is particularly noteworthy as the Utility Industry tends to invest 
more in ph !cal capital than in human capital due to lhe nature of its business and the importance of 
infrastruclu, assets. While utilities do spend more on retirement benefits (as measured as a percentage 
of revenue)}han other industries, it must be noted that they often spend less on olher benefit programs 
and on diredt compensation. such that the overall compensation package is market-competitive. 

2015 Utijity Spending on Retirement Benefits 

The chart 08 the following page shows the distribution of Current Service Cost, allocated among DB and 
DC plans, fr.·.· .. reach utility. The dispersion is striking, with three companies spending less than 1% of 
revenues a d another three spending more than 2.5%. While the DC costs do vary, the dispersion is 
primarily dr en by the wide range of DB plan costs. 

It is worth 'IP.ting that certain factors can cause distortions in comparing organizations based solely on 
publicly distlosed financial information, such as the materiality of business operations outside the U.S. 
and the preralence of DB pensions in those geographies. 
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2015 DB and DC Cost as a Percentage of Revenue 
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Source: S&P Q.epilal IQ, Company 10-k filings, Aon Hewitt. 

Changet in Retirement Program Spend Over Time 

Median Cuj'ent Service Cost, which was 1.5% in 2015, has increased by approximately 50% since 2006, 
when ii wa only 1.0% of revenues. This comes as a bit of a surprise given the overall economic 
landscape nd the general trend away from defined benefit plans toward cash balance and defined 
contributiortjplans that are often designed to be less expensive. It is particularly remarkable given that 
revenues foJ- the Utility Industry increased by more than 20% over this same period. 

I 
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I 
The chart befpw shows the distribution of Current Service Cost for the Utility Industry over this period. The 
chart clearly thaws that costs have risen almost across the board over this period. It also shows how the 
distribution ~ •. · spend has changed. Less than 1.5% of revenues separated the 5th and 95th percentiles 
back in 200 fwhile this difference had increased to more than 2.0% by 2015. 

ii DB + DC Cost as Percentage of Revenue 

3.0% r f 
2.5% I -

2.0% 

~"8 11 ~ 
1.5%, 

1.0% 

0.5% 

-1 -" - . 
0.0% -~ 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Source: S&P <tipita! 10, Company 10-k filings, Aon Hewitt. 

Percentile 
95th 

75th 

50th 

25th 

5th 

S6 why hav,. costs continued to increase while numerous utility companies took steps to move away from 
traditional d fined benefit plans toward programs that often provided less generous benefits? Actuarial 
assumption are certainly a factor. Discount rates have declined and life expectancies have increased, 
exogenous 1actors that both served to meaningfully increase the cost of defined benefit programs. 

If we norm4ze results for fluctuations in discount rates, we see the impact that falling interest rates had. 
The followitjl chart shows the average Current Service Cost for DC, for DB, and in aggregate over the 
10-year p

1
d. where DB Current Service Cost has been normalized to reflect a flat 5% discount rate in 

all years. , ile less pronounced. we continue to see an increasing cost profile with aggregate costs rising 
from 1.2% ~ 1.4% of revenue. 
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DB and DC Cost' as a Percentage of Revenue 
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Source: S&P Cjipital lO, Company 10-k filing.s, Aon Hewitt, 

When we lo~k at results by delivery system, we see that DC plan costs have increased by more than 
50%, from qj29% to 0.45%, contributing 16 of the 20 basis point total increase. This makes sense as we 
have seen sbme companies shift emphasis to the DC plan by increasing benefits in those plans while at 
the same u,te reducing or eliminating benefits under the DB plan. Over this same period, auto
enrollment-;.which serves to increase employee participation and associated employer matching 
contributlonf-was introduced and is now exceedingly prevalent. 

DB plan co!s (once normalized) were rela!ively stable, moving w1th1n a range of 0.8% lo 1.0% of 
revenue, rislg 4 basis points from 2006 lo 2015. While the Utility Industry has generally shifted away 
from higher ost DB programs, in many cases these changes have been made for new hires only, and on 
a staggere basis when considering collectively bargained and nonbargained employees. As a result, it 
can often la e years if not decades for the savings of the lower-cost program to materialize as lhe longer
service em oyees continue in the DB plan, where they carry significant costs. 

It is also wojth noting that stating these costs as a percentage of revenue is helpful when comparing one 
company t~·another, but it does present some challenges in the time series data as revenue does 
nuctuate. T e spike upward in 2009 can be attributable to the decline in revenues as lhe economy was in 
recession i lhe wake of the financial crisis. Similarly, strong revenue performance in 2014 accounts for 
the apparef decline in retirement costs. 

l 
I 

30B Current s}rvice Cost is normalized to a 5.0% d:scount rate in all years. 
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Mix of DEJ and DC Plan Spend 

In what can ,.obably be gleaned from the information presented thus far, DB plans continue to capture 
the lion's sh e of utility spending on retirement benefits, with more than two-thirds of Current Service 
Cost deliver· through DB plans. This compares to only about one-third delivered through OB plans for 
the broader . &P 500. 

I 
Historical Split of Total Cost' (DB vs, DC) 
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In the chart Lbove, we have again normalized DB Current Service Cost to a level 5% discount rate over 
the period, 1he share of costs delivered through defined benefit plans has decreased from approximately 
76% in 2001 to 68% in 2015, a decrease of less than 10%. Over this same period for the rest of the S&P 
500, define be.nefit plans started at 57% of total retirement plan cost in 2006, decreasing to 34% in 2015, 
with DC pla' s exceeding half the total spend starting in 2009. 

I 
i 
f 

i 
J 
I 
I 

"'DB Curren! Sfrvice Cost is normalized to a 5.0% discount rate in an years. 
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In the followi~ chart, we consider this mix for each organization 1n 2015. Again, significant variation 
exists within e industry, w,th similar themes. Less heavily regulated, diversified energy companies tend 
to have redu ed their exposure to defined benefit plans while more regulated organizations have not 
That said, ev;ln those companies with the lowest proportion to defined benefit plans still exceed the 
overall S&P 00 average (excluding utilities). 

2015 Split of Total Cost (DB vs. DC) 
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RecentlActions and Outlook for 2017 

. Thus far, we ~ave focused on the current state of retirement benefits in the Utility Industry and the trends 
that have led,. ,s to where we are. We observed that to a great extent, the industry has already made 
changes tot elr retirement income programs (defined benefit and defined contribution), and that activity 
has appeare to level off. While utilities have not been focused on structural redesigns of their programs, 
it has by no means been a sleepy period for pension plans. Instead, there has been an increased focus 
on pension d.1,-risking actions. In this section, we examine the strategies that have been at the top of our 
clients' agenf as over the past few years, as well as what we expect to see in 2017 and beyond. 

Pensior,1 Settlement Initiatives 
Settlement i 1tiatives, such as lump sum windows to participants with deferred benefits and small annuity 
lift-outs, hav been increasingly popular in reducing pension risk in both general industry and the Utility 
Industry. W e settlement initiatives do not generally reduce pension expense, they do reduce pension 
risk by redu ng the size of the pension plan relative to the sponsoring company. In many cases, the long
term costs o the plan are also reduced by avoiding per capita costs such as Pension Benefit Guaranty 
Corporation , PBGC) premiums. 

Termina1fd Vested Lump Sum Windows 
Lump sum vtndows for terminated vested participants are a first-step settlement initiative for many 
companies. rerminated vested participants are participants who have terminated employment but have 
not commen}.ed retiree annuity benefits5

• Utilities that have historically offered traditional pension plans 
which did "I· offer lump sum payments may have significant liabilities for terminated vested participants. 
Even utilitle : that now accrue cash balance or defined contribution benefits will often maintain liabilities 
for legacy t minated vested participants for many years after the plan change. 

A lu_mp suml'ffering to terminated vested participants provides a ben.9fit that many find_attractive. In . 
addition, IUnJP sums are settled at market interest rates without margins for profit or anti-selection, making 
them attracti\,e to employers. In addition to reducing pension risk by reducing the size of pension 
obligations t'd assets, lump sum windows have been popular over the last three years because they: 

• Reducerrospective PBGC premiums, which are becoming increasingly burdensome, 

• Reducerngomg administrative carrying costs; and 

• Reflect f!>w-cost mortality tables that generally assume shorter life expectancies than companies 
assurnei•1hen reporting their accounting obligations in their financial statements. 

I 
j 

I 

I 

I 
~he IRS has ~neratly imposed a moratorium on lump sum activity for retirees who have already commenced an annuity benefit 
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GC Premium Savings Potential May Be Significant Current 

Companies 
headcount r, 
PBGC premi 
headcountb 
variable-rate 
until the plan 

ose variable-rate PBGC premiums are capped ($517 per participant in 2017) will find 
uction through settlement Initiatives the most effective way lo immediately reduce ongoing 
ms, For a plan that is currently underfunded6 and at the variable-rate cap, reducing 
1,000 participants will reduce annual PBGC premiums by $586,000 in 2017 ($517,000 in 
remiums plus $69,000 in flat-rate premiums). Savings of lhis magnitude continue annually 
PBGC funded status improves. 

Low-Cos! Mortality Tables Continue to Be Available for 2017 Lump Sum 
Windows 

The minimu requirement for lump sum payments from a pension plan is currently based on a mortality 
table lhat re cts shorter longevity than is indicated by recently published tables. Experience published in 
2014 by the ociety of Actuaries indicates participants are living longer. Annuities will be paid over a 
longer time, ' nd therefore, the lump sum equivalent of an annuity will be higher. While most companies 
have adopte the newer "RP-2014" family of tables for purposes of pension accounting, pension plans 
are not yet r uired to pay out lump sums based on the new tables. In fact, the Internal Revenue Service 
indicated Iha new tables will not be required until at least 2018. Therefore, lump sum windows that make 
payments pr r to 2018 may calculate lump sums based on the shorter longevity tables. 

Interest ratef:vels during 2016 will also influence the attractiveness of lump sum windows in 2017. 
Interest rate have been very volatile during the year, in particular in the wake of the presidential election, 
such that th impact this will have on potential lump sum windows in 2017 is difficult to predict and will 
vary by plan ponsor. 

Term Vested Lump Sum Prevalence in the Utility Sector 
I 

PBGC data fom 2014 shows that the Utillly Industry believes in the regulatory viability and impact of 
lump sum w dows almost as much as general industry. The percentage of utility defined benefit plan 
sponsors off, ring a lump sum window was slightly less than the percentage of general industry. 

I 
l 
' I 
I 

t 
"'PBGC underff ding for premiums is based on m. ark et interest rates that do not reflect interest rato relief provided by the Bfpartfson 
Budget Act of 15. The µtan funding shortfall used for PBGC premium determination will be significantly higher than the plan 
funding shortfa used for minimum annual contnbutlon requirements and benefit restriction testing. 
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Lump Sum Window Prevalence (2014) 
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There are mi· ny factors that influence how many participants will accept a lump sum window offer. Among 
the stronges are the robustness of communication efforts and the size of the lump sum amounts. The 
utility sector · opulation shows a somewhat lower election rate than that observed in general industry with 
a median el · Uon rate of 47% in the utility sector versus 53% in general industry. Possible drivers for this 
disparity incl de a historic emphasis of defined benefit paternalism by utility companies. and possibly 
higher bene s. 
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An alternatiV 
terminated Vi 
pension risk 
sum feature 
when each p 

to a window offering of a lump sum is the permanent add~ion of a lump sum option to 
ted employees. A window approach is the most effective at maximizing the immediale 
duction and potential economic savings, using current mortality tables. A permanent lump 
ill, however, continue to provide an opportunity for the plan to settle some risk over lime 
rticipant commences their benefits. 

Rate-Reiulated Utility Considerations 
For most reg· lated utility entities, reducing long-term pension costs ultimateiy reduces cu::;tomer rntes 
since adminl trative carrying costs and PBGC premiums are typically paid by the pension plan. 
Pension risk soften quantified as volatility In pension funded status and pension expense. For 
companies ose rate recovery is dependent on pension funded status or expense, a reduction in 
pension vola lily is a reduction In rate volatility. In some cases, volatility may Imperil lull recovery of 
pension exp nse in years in which expense spikes. Then, reduction In pension risk is potentially 
beneficial to oth ratepayers and the regulated business units of the company. 

ne-Time Accounting Settlement Expense 

Lump sum ~ndow design in the Utility Industry is substantially influenced by aversion to Accounting 
Standards . dification (ASC) 715 settlement expense. A settlement expense is mandatory if lump sum 
payments a other plan settlements during the fiscal year exceed the sum of the plan's ASC 715 service 
and interest sts. The one-time expense consists of an acceleration of unrecognized plan losses, 
excluding a y offset from a pension regulatory asset. If required, the one-time expense will be 
material for. £·.ost pension plans because they have accumulated significant unrecognized losses over the 
last 1 O year during which markets have been volatile, discount rates have generally been decreasing, 
and estimat of participant longevity have increased. 

Analysis of ' ttlement expense potential is critical to utilities due to recovery considerations. The vast 
majority of s te utility commissions use ASC 715 expense as a consideration for rate recovery'. In these 
cases, amo izalion of unrecognized losses may be included in the basis for recovery. Since settlement 
expense ac lerates recognition of these unrecognized losses, the future amortization will be reduced. 
But, will a u ity's regulated business units be able to negotiate recovery of the one-time expense in every 
jurisdiction i order to record an offsetting regulatory asset? If not, the company has permanently forgone 
recovery on: ome of its past-service pension obligations. 

None of thei' nvestor·owned utility companies who offered a lump sum window ln 2014 recognized a 
settlement e pense in 20148

• Either the windows were insignificant in size, or the utilities decided the risk 
to recovery as significant and implemented design features that capped window payments. 

Design feal 
and aggreg 
i111plementi 

:res that reduce or eliminate the risk of settlement expense include individual lump sum limits 
e lump sum thresholds. Utililies contemplating lump sum windows should consider 
these design features if settlement expense is of concern. 

I 

'85% of state 1ility commissions use ASC 715 ex. pense as a basis for deciding level _o.f reroveiy as reported In th. e Oregon Public 
Utility Commis on Pension Survey "Pension Treatment in Rate Making Survey· published March 28, 2013. 
~Source: 2014 · 0·K reporting for companies pub!J<;ly traded who reported a 2014 terminated vested lump sum window to the PBGC. 
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Small Be, efit Retiree Annuity Lift-Outs 

More recent! · settlement initiatives have also addressed retiree obligations. Although the IRS has issued 
a moratorium on retiree lump sum windows 9, companies may still settle retiree obligations with the 
purchase of nuity contracts from insurance companies. With utility companies carrying large retiree 
obligations, ~ expect more of this ·retiree lift-out" activity in the Utility Industry in the future after term 
vested windo activity diminishes. 

A retiree lift·d~t is not a plan termination and avoids many of the complexities associated with the plan 
termination plocess. The plan sponsor will still need to follow a formal insurance company selection 
process, but rerall. the entire transaction is considerably shorter in duration than a plan termination. 

Similar to a l~p sum window, the retiree lift.out has the objectives of eliminating pension risk and 
reducing Ion .. term costs. Typically, the plan sponsor will quantify the costs of carrying retirees, such as 
administrativ fees and PBGC premiums, and compare those with estimates of annuity pricing from an 
insurance br' er. The smaller the annuity payment, the more likely the company will see a reduction in 
long-term CO'!atS because: 

es and premiums are a higher percentage of cost for smaller-benefit retirees; and 

• lnsuranc~. companies typically provide better pricing for smaller annuities based on statistics 
indicatin that smaller benefits are associated with shorter longevity. A break-even analysis will 
indicate t e range of annuity benefit levels that reduce long-term cost. 

Similar to a I t p sum, a retiree lift-out is a settlement under ASC 715. To avoid settlement expense, the 
sum of lump Tums and annuity purchases during the fiscal year cannot exceed the sum of the ASC 715 

' annual servict and interest costs. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

gSee IRS Notice f 15-49. Lump sums may be offered lo retirees as part of a plan termination, An extant approach to eliminating 
reliree obligaticin through lump sum payments is to spin off retiree obl:gations into a separate pension plan, and then tenninate the 
retiree plan. This ss t.:ommon ~spinltenn~ metho;;I Is complex and is beyond !he scope of this paper. 
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Retiree2 Health Care Programs 

Employers hf e been actively changing their U.S. retiree health care programs to reduce future employer 
subsidies sin e the late 1980s, when the Financial Accounting Standards Board announced that private 
sector emplo .. e. rs would be required lo account for the costs of health and other postretirement benefits 
for current a . future retirees. This started the steady erosion of the employer"s sharA of retiree health 

care costs. j: 
Reductio; of Employer Subsidies 

The first are of reduction was the elimination of employer subsidies for new employees. The 2016 
Aon Hewitt BJ. nefit SpecSelect "·' database shows that only 15% of general industry employers offer a 
subsidy for r tiree medical coverage for new salaried employees compared to 65% of such employers in 
2001. While higher percentage of utility employers provide employer subsidies to new salaried 
employees, ore than half of utility employers no longer provide any subsidy. 

i 

Percentj,ge of Employers Providing Retiree Medical Subsidy for New Salaried Employees 
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SourcQ. Aon He· U Benefit Spe-cSe!ecl'u hrnlonC,i;II database 

Employers hie also been implementing other changes to reduce accounting obligations. These changes 
have include. raising deductibles, lncrea.sin.g retiree contributions, and implementing caps on the level of 
employer sul:\ idies. In some cases, current retirees have been insulated from these changes while the 
employer-pal· benefits for future retirees have been reduced. 

In some_inst~tes, employer changes aHowed for the m_ore efficient_ delivery of health c_ar~ benefits, such 
as trans1t1orni lo an exchange for Med1care-ehg1ble retirees, and did not have a material impact to the 
retirees. Howi!ver, most of the time, lhe retirees had to assume the costs being eliminated by employers. 

i 
Accounlinb Obligations Remain Material 

The continuatn of legacy programs for certain employee groups, combined with high health care 
inflation ove.r . e past 25 years, has resulted in employers retaining significant retiree health and welfare 
benefit obliga ons despite changes to reduce benefits. This is especially true for the Utility Industry, 
where emplo rs have made fewer changes to reduce benefits for current and former employees. 

The materialit of the retiree welfare obligations can be measured in comparison to the pension 
obligations, a virtually all employers providing retiree health care benefits also carry a pension obligation. 
As shown in I e graph below, 11 % of S&P 500 companies have a retire.a welfare obligation that is at least 
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20% of their gension obligation. This stands in stark contrast to the Utility Industry, where 62% of 
employers h,f,e a material retiree welfare obligation. 

Ptrcentage of Employers by Materiality of Retiree Welfare Obligations 
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Health Care Inflation 
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rs have adopted subsidy caps or shifted to a defined contribution approach for at least a 
current and future retirees. These caps mitigate company risks and higher accounting 
ociated with health care inflation. However, some risk still remains where caps are not in 
rticipants. 

The risk from,.;. ea Ith care inflation can be measured by the impact that a 1 % increase in health care trend 
assumptions as on retiree welfare obligations. The graph below shows that most S&P 500 companies 
have eliminat d the potential company risk of health care costs rising faster than expected. The Utility 
Industry has Isa taken steps to reduce this risk, though meaningful exposure remains for some utility 
employers. 

I Percentage of Employers by Health Care Inflation Risk 
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Looking P{head: Changes Expected but Direction and Timing Uncertain 

The ACA inclfdes several provisions that offer employer Incentives to substantially reduce accounting 
obligations fol retiree health care. Some employers have acted on these incentives, although most have 
waited to ma't major changes until the new provisions are fully effective and/or the market has stabilized. 

I . 
With the resuD5 of lhe 2016 presidential election, the uncertainty around the ACA has only grown. Given 
the possibllilyof key ACA provisions being repealed, we expect many employers who were considering 
changes will f·· ow delay action until there is .more clarity around future l_egislation. Actions most likely to be 
delayed woul be those related lo pre-Medicare coverage and the excise lax for high-cost employer
sponsored pl s. 

The followingfnformation summarizes the areas where the ACA had the greatest impact on retiree health 
care and relaf d actions being considered by employers. Note Iha/ the survey data shown below was 
collected bei I e /he 2016 presidential election outcome. 

I 
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For pre-Med are retirees and their former employers, the most significant ACA change was the creation 

of the new s·f,·• .. te/federal exchanges with insurance reforms. For th·e· firs. t time, pre-Medicare retirees can 
purchase he Ith coverage on a guaranteed-issue basis with no pre-existing condition exclusions at 
below-marka · premiums through federal mandates and incentives. While few employers are currently 
using these - xchanges for their retirees, the majority are considering their use in one of two ways. The 
first is to pro Ide an employer subsidy that can be used to purchase coverage through the exchanges. 
The second 113. ·. to eliminate pre-Medicare coverage entirely, which would require retirees to purchase 
coverage in~pendenlly. If retirees choose to purchase coverage through the exchanges, they would 
potentially bl· •eligible to receive the federal subsidy. 

Pre-Medic re Coverage Changes Since 2010 (n=229) 

Individual t,1aft<et With 
Employer Sutjsldy 

Eliminate Pr~" 
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No Major Ch 
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Source: Aon Hfitr~ 2016 Retiree Health CiYe Swvey 

Changes Being Considered (n=164) 
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The ACA all~ created a 40% excise tax for high-cost employer-sponsored plans beginning in 2020 that 
will apply to . any employer plans for pre-Medicare retirees. While the effective date of this tax is delayed, 
many emplo ers already have to reflect the cost-lo the extent it will be employer-paid-in their benefit 
obligations. There are several options being considered by employers to mitigate this excise tax, as 
shown bel01f. 

Tax Mitigl !°n Strategies 
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I 
For Medicar eligible retirees and their former employers. the significant changes in the ACA were 
elimination o. the tax advantages associated wilh the federal Retiree Drug Subsidy (RDS) in 2013 and 
enhanceme : s to the Medicare Part D program that is gradually reducing the cost for prescription drug 
benefits. Th e events have encouraged plan sponsors to change their prescription drug programs, by 
shifling to th individual market where retirees can purchase Medicare Part D policies, integrating directly 
with Medica Part D, or switching to employer group waiver plans (EGWPs), an attractive alternative to 
receive govelnment subsidies for group post-Medicare prescription drug coverage. 

Because ther· e ACA changes are already effective, many employers have already implemented changes 
to their post- ,edicare prescription drug programs. As shown in the chart below. 93 respondents already 
changed thei program while 128 are considering changes. 

:::d~a~!:~ ;~i:~~{~~-------~t;.&c~l~~';Jf~,t+;~~~;J.;,-_:;:~:~:~:"i~'~~~~-iT,;;';~~M'1-'::'@Jii;=ii~~'5~~iilv"~#..0S~:.,~ij.~¾}.;ii·!,7ii·iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiii1--
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' About ,t.on Hewitt 
' 

Aon Hewitt e~powers organizations and individuals to secure a belter fulure through innovativ.e human 
capital soluH ns. We advise, design and execute a wide range of solulions that enable our clients' 
success. Ou teams of experts help clients achieve sustainable performance through an engaged and 
productive "'l'rkforce; navigate the risks and opportunities to optimize financial security; redefine health 
solutions fo~reater choice. affordability and wellbeing; and help their people make smart decisions on 
managing w · rk and life events. Aon Hewitt is a global leader in human resource solutions, with nearly 
34,000 prof sionals in 90 countries serving more than 20,000 clients worldwide across 100+ solutions. 
For more inf· rmation on Aon Hewitt. please visit aonhewltt.com. 
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Pension de-risking gathers pace- 2012 rule 
phase in makes pension plan terminations 
more economically viable 

Summary 

Afi:~r the financial crisis of 2008 coupled with the stringent fi.mding requiremen1s of the 
Pension Prote<:don An of 2006 (PPA), we .1rc observing m:1.ny companies starting tu 
impkmem str•m:gies to reduce pension risk. Due to regulations designed co protect 
p,1rdcipants' vesreJ benellts, the cosc of terminating a plan has been prohibitively l'.'xpensive. 
However, beginning in 2012, with certain provisions cont.tined in tht" PPA being ph,l5cd in, 
this tot1re will be more ecollomkallr viable. 

In rhc coming ft".lrs we expect to see !llorc comp:rnies actively de-risking pcmion plans 
through use of some or all of the following rnerhods: 

)> Making voluntary contributions to achieve folly funded sratus 

» fmplemenling li:ihiliry driven inve~dng (tr:itegie., 

}> freezing pb.ns 

n Defe-.1sance of obligations 

From a credit prrspective, u~e of some or ;lll of the above merhods will be, for thl! mo!it part, 
credit positiw, depending on the individual coo1p;rny ,ircutnst.tnc.:cs. 
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GLOBAL CREDIT POU CY 

Various Options Exist to Reducing Pension Risk 

·Plan sponsor/;: haw sevcral'oprions ro redure or complerdy eli1nin:.1te pemion risk. \X1c viei.v the 

elimination or reduction of pension risk as a credit positive, howewr the rernlting positive muse be 
weighed :tgttinst the cost involn-J. ff :1 company could eliminate pension risk at little to !hi inctcmcntal 

adjusted JeverJge or C".J.nnibalizarion of essential im·esm1.enr, we believe this could be a strong credit 
poshive, ah-hough an unlikely scenario. 

Src Table I for a summary of the currently avaibble main levers to n:<lucc or eliminate pension risk 

anJ our general view on the credir implk~nions 

TASU 1 

SV.:itegy 5vmrn•H)' Credt lmplica.tivn 

Voluntary Contributions Contributions in excess cf req-uired Positive 

Liability Driven Investing Switching 3.s.set altoc.Jt1on to more effed<vely match ~wotions Neutral 

Plan F1ee-ze Ceasing $ume fir .;ilt benefit ac.crva!s going forwurd Posit;~·e 

Oefi:asance of Pemior; Obligation Plan termination Positive 

[n addition, due w provisions in the PPA coming into et1C-ct in 2012 1
, the ability to complctdy 

dimina1e pension risk by offering lump sum buyoms to plan participants will h.:'cnnw more 
cronomk-,1lly viablr:. 

Given rhe lingering lungover from 2008 .1.nd the lower cost to termina,re plans beginning in 2012, we 
cxpr:ct to see tnany more companies implementing some or all of rhese srr-.itcgic-s to de.risk their 

pt·nsioh plans. 

Increasing Amounts of Voluntary Contributions 

Companie, with under-funded pension plans may make voluntary contrihuriom in excess of d1ose 
required by the stringem funding requirement:- of che PPA. For CX;:J.mple in February 201 l, Exelon 
Corporation (Baa'2 .~enior unsecured/ st,1ble om!ook) annolmced $2.1 hill ion ofconrribmions to its 

pension plam in 2011 cwn though it was only required ro concribute $800 million. Due to the 
conrr;1i:tual natun." ofpcrnion obligations, we view rhe pension liability a) "debr-likc," and any pay 

down of pension lbbilitks akin to p,1y down of dcLt. 

\v'hile rhc,e h no one-size-fo.,-;l!! amwer, the result ofn1iuntJr}' contribucious is likely w be credh 

ncutr.11 co posidvc, dependent on the method of funding. Contributions from cxcc.ss. fret: cash flow 
which do noc stress liquidity or require cutting of essential investmem will likdy be: viewed as a aedit 
positive. Conversely, companies chat borrow to fund their pension obligations art' exchanging one 
form of debt for ,1nother, which \Vil! typically be a credit neutral evt'nt. :vloody's will evaluate the terms 

of chc borrowing, conditions J.n<l nuturiry proflli,: consistent with how we ev.iluate any othl'r debt 
incurred. 

I 
Prior w the l'l'A. dil<ouiLI rm for o.lrnl.uing lump mm buyllU!S WC!C b1,cd on .1 (fCJ.HHY f.l.t .... For }'Ors 2003 h) 201 l the I'PA reciuir.:d. rh~ Ute b: :i. hknda:l 
trc:i~uty ~nd corpl)i.ltt nt<:-l.:<Jmmeucing in .?01 l chc di1s:mm1 fJ(~ wdl !>e f>w:..-f on hlf.h qu1Hty .::i)rpor~r,' r.1.1ci, th.u, ,~,,!long i11 l<,w,,, lump m,n p~y,.>un. 

n;;.!CH<'ri.;Gi] 
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On June 29, ko12, the House and Senate passed H.R. 4348, lhe Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st 
Century Act (tv,AP-21 ), which includes both pension funding stabilization provisions and PBGC premium 
increases. T~e President signed MAP-21 into law on July 6, 2012. On August 16, 2012, lhe IRS issued 
guidance on (he MAP-21 interest rates to be used in 2012 valuations. Most recently, on September 11, 
2012, the IRS issued further guidance on the Implementation of the MAP-21 pension funding stabilization 
provisions. 1 

This documetl provides an overview of MAP-21's pension-related provisions, an analysis of how they will 
impact plan '.'Ponsors and participants, and a discussion of the strategic Implications for pension plan 
funding and irveslment policies. 

r I 
Executi~e Summary 

j 

MAP-21 makfs important changes lo the regulatory environment facing pension plans. Most notably, ii 
reduces the r~quired contributions for many plan sponsors over the next several years. Further, MAP-21 
raises the lonP,-term administrative costs through a sizable PBGC premium Increase, especially for plans 
that nun largejdeficits. Pension plan sponsors will need to consider their funding, investment, and 
admlnistrativl' policies in light of these changes: · 

• Most pe~ ion plans will have lower required pension contributions over the next several years, though 
ultimateliplan sponsors are still required to pay for the benefits promised. 

• While required contributions are at least temporarily lower, per-participant PBGC premiums will rise 
by 40% t>y 2014, and variable rate PBGC premiums will double as a percentage of unfunded vested 

benefits I 2015. 
• Furtherm' re, sponsors that take advantage of MAP-21 lo reduce their cash contributions will see 

higher un unded vested benefits than they would have in the absence of funding stabilization. PBGC 
variable : te premiums, already doubling by 2015 as a percentage of the unfunded liability, will rise 
further a ,the unfunded liability increases. 

• Higher P4Gc per-participant and variable rate premiums raise the cost of running a pension plan, 
especial!~ an underfunded one. Some sponsors will respond by seeking to reduce participant 
headcount via lump sum cashouts and annuity purchase strategies. Others will respond by actually 
increasin·.1.·. their pension plan contributions or changing lo lower-risk Investment strategies in order to 
minimize urrent or prospective deficits. 

• MAP-211.as effectively eliminated interest rate risk from required funding calculations for the next 
several y4ars. Sponsors who expect interest rates to rise may take advantage of this window to 
maintain qr actually reduce interest rate duration in their investments, in the expectation that interest 
rates will (ise in the future, !urning short-term savings into long-term savings. Hewill EnnisKnupp's 
pioneeri,,nj risk management slrategies can be used to create a stnuc1ured, risk-controlled way to 
impleme, l this view. 

Some sponsors may choose to defer the MAP-21 funding stabilization provisions until 2013. Other 
sponsors\yill need lo revoke prior eleclions to use the full PPA yield curve in lieu of tile PPA segment • 
rates in orller lo benefit from MAP-21 ·s interest rate relief. 

• Most sp~isors will need to include additional disclosures in their annual participant funding notices for 
2012 lhroQgh 2014. 

Refif(!mentJloveStj'.. nl Cons-uking 
P,op,,ets,y j 
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MAP-2f Overview . 
The funding Jtabilization provisions in MAP-21 will provide a near-term reduction in minimum funding 
requirement,! for single employer defined benefit plans in response to the current, historically low interest 
rate environ1ent. The law does not necessarily reduce contribution requirements over the long term
plans will s\ilfineed to be funded through either cash contributions or investment returns. The purpose of 
the change idto delay near-term funding requirements in the hope that financial markots will rebound and 
interest rate1.

1will increase over the next few years, thereby reducing the need for larger contributions in 
the future. g 

,j 

In addition to!the funding stabilization provisions, MAP·21 will also significantly increase PBGC premiums 
over the ne)<,several years. 

PensiorijFunding Stabilization Provisions 
• Corrid/>r'ifor 24-Month Average Segment Rates-In 2012 and beyond, MAP-21 establishes a 

"corridqr'lfor the 24-month average segment rates that are used for pension funding purposes. The 
corridor i§ based on a 25-year average of the segment rates. Under current financial market 
condition}, the corridor is expected to increase funding interest rates for the next several years, 
producinj lower minimum required contributions in those years. This change does not apply to plans 
using lh8jfull yield curve rather than segment rates. 

• Corrido~jApplies for Many but Not Alt Purposes-The MAP-21 interest rate corridor will apply for 
determ,nil,g minimum required contributions (including at-risk status) and benefit restrictions, but not 
for dete.r

1
' ining PBGC variable rate premiums, lump sum distributions, ERISA section 4010 reporting, 

maximu deductible contributions, or Internal Revenue Code (Code) section 420 transfers of excess 
pension >sets to retiree health and life accounts. . 

• Partici~aht Disclosure of Funding Stabilization Impact is Required-New disclosures on the 
impact orrunding stabilization will be added to the annual participant funding notice for 2012-2014. 

Code Se~tlon 420 Retiree Health Transfers are Extended-The expiration period for Code section 
420 transfers of excess pension assets to retiree health accounts is extended from December 31, 
2013 top)icember 31, 2021. In addition, transfers are permitted to be made to applicable retiree life 
insurance.taccounts. 

Anticipated llnpact-compared to prior law, near-term cash contribution requirements could decrease by 
up to 30% or l\,ore through 2017. In following years, cash contribution requirements are anticipated to be 
higher than liJder prior law assuming nat or rising interest rate scenarios. 

J 

l 
PBGC Plemium Provisions 

R 
• Flat Raie;,Premiums-The single-employer flat rate PBGC premium will increase from $35 per 

participan{ in 2012 to $42 per participant in 2013 and $49 per participant in 2014, and he indexed to 
increases1n national average wages !hereafter. 

! 
l 
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Variab1! Rate Premiums-The variable rate PBGC premium will increase from S9 per $1,000 of 
unfundeiJ vested benefits (UVB) to at least $13 per $1,000 of UVB in 2014 and at least $18 per 
$1,000 of UVB in 2015. The premium rate will also be indexed to increases in national average 
wages, t:esulting in even further increases. A premium rate that is determined as a dollar amount per 
$1,000 qf UVB is effectively indexed to UVB, so the indexation of the premium rate could be viewed 
as a dotfble-indexation of premiums. The variable rate premium wilt be capped at $400 per 
particip,il,t, with the cap being indexed to increases In national average wages. 

~ 

• 

Chan~ei to PBGC Operations-Additional changes will be made to the operations of the PBGC. 
but the 1BGC is not given the authority to increase premiums on its own. 

Antlcli>dted Impact-In the aggregate, these changes are expected to increase PBGC premiums by 
as mu9Jias 100% or more over the next ten years. The largest percentage Increases will hit 
employers who take advantage of the lower near-term funding requirements under the new law. 

Now 
2013 
2014 
2015_+ 

i 
I ., 
' j 

$35 
$42 
$49 

At least $49 

Impact bf MAP-21 on Sponsors and Participants 
' 

$9 
At least $9 

At feast $13 
At least $18 

With the abo4e as background, the following provides an analysis of the Impact of MAP-21 on plan 
sponsors anq participants. 

t 
Impact gn Funding Interest Rates 
Most plan sp&nsors currently calculate liabilities for pension funding purposes using three segment rates, 
which represdnt a 24-month average of interest rates. MAP-21 introduces a corridor around the 24-month 
average segnjent rates, so that each segment rate must be within a certain per~entage of a 25-year 
average. Thefpercentage starts at 10% in 2012, and gradually increases to 30% by 2016. This corridor is 
expected lo ·iricrease funding interest raies for the next several years compared to prior law. The actual 
Impact of MA~-21's interest rate provisions will depend on the path of future market interest rates, as 
shown in the 4harts on pages 4 and 5. 
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On Augus(1L, 2012, 1he Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued Notice 2012-55 providing guidance on 
the adjustep,~egment rates for the 2012 plan year, The table below compares the unadjusted 24-monlh 
average seg,~ent rates to the 25-year average segment rates and adjusted segment rates for a typical 
calendar ye1ji- plan with a September lookback for determining funding interest rates: 

; , __ < .,h :· , (Jsej'.I_ to discount_ Unadjusted - 25Wear Average _ Adjusted 
,_ - - ;~' ',,; ·_ - 'aymentS£f~egment-Rete~ mentRa1es~ enrRa~ 
Segment:1&; Years 0-5 
Segmentl2) Years 5-20 
Segmen1:3g · Years 20+ 
Weighte~ ~verage for typical pian 

I 
'1 

2.06% 
5.25% 
6.32% 
5.54% 

6.15% 
7.61% 
8.35% 
7.77% 

5.54% 
6.85% 
7.52% 
7.03% 

The adjustedlsegment rates shown above are what plan sponsors will be allowed lo use. As the table 
shows, the 'e{fective funding interest rate for a typical plan rises by 1.49% as of January 1, 2012. 

Note that lhe!24-monlh average segment rates are expected to be less than 90% of the 25-year average 
segment rate} for the remainder of 2012, unless there is an extreme increase in Interest rates. As a 
result, all plans applying MAP-21 for the 2012 plan year are expected to use the same adjusted segment 
rates, regardtss of their valuation date or lookback month. 

The scenario~ below provide an estimate of what future funding interest rates might be under MAP-21 in 
plan years af(er 2012. If Interest rates remain at current levels, the effective interest rate in the short-term 
could increa,re by approximately 1.5%, producing a Funding Target liability reduction of 15% or more for 
most plan spOnsors. Additional IRS guidance will be needed to determine the precise impact for a given 

' plan sponsorln years after 2012. 

Flat lntelest Rate Scenario-
1 nterest fates Remain at July 2012 Levels 
9% r---··c---------- ----- ----------- -----------

8% 

7% 

6% 

5% 

4% 

3% 

201 
:1 

! 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Corridor for New Interest Rates (based on a 25.year awrage of interest rates} 

---ts- Prior Law Interest Rates 

._.. Estimated New Law Interest Rates (must be within the corridor) 
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7% 

6% 

5% 

4% 

3% 

b,nc-t Rate Scenario-
Decrease by 1 % and Do Not Recover 

j 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
'j 

2018 2019 2020 2021 

j 

l 
Conid-or for New Interest Rates (based on a 25-year a\erage of interest rates) 

-tr- Prior law Interest Rates 

I 
......,_ Estimate(! New law Interest Rates (must be within the corridor) 

l 
Rising l~terest Rate Scenario-
1 nterest fates Increase by 1 % in 2015 

9% r---·i . --------- .. --.--------------

8% 

7% 

6% 

5% 

4% 

3% ' 

20i2 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 
1 i Corridor for New Interest Rates (based on a 25-year ai,erage of Interest rates) 

l
--l -t:c- Prior Law Interest Rates 

~ Estimated New Law Interest Rates (must be within the comdor) 
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lmpactJn Cash Contribution Requirements 
l 

The followi~. ~' .. illustration shows the projected cash contribution requirements under MAP-21 and prior law 
for a sample Ian that is 80% funded, with $100 million in liability, $80 million in assets, and 
approximate! 2,000 participants. 

l 
!f interest fatfs remain at current le\lels and asset returns are within a typical expected range, cash 
contributiorl ffquirements are expected to decrease compared to prior law through 2017. In 2018 and 
beyond, castt contribution requirements are expected to increase compared to prior law. This illustration 

assumes th· ... a}.·.··· PBGC premiums are paid from plan assets, so that an increase in premiums also results in 
an increase i contributions. 

For plan spo. sors that take advantage of the opportunity for reduced near-term contributions, total 
contributionspver the next ten years are projected to be slightly higher than under prior law. As discussed 
further under/f\dditional Considerations for Pension Financial Management (see page 8), plan sponsors 
will need to ctrefully consider whether to take advantage of this opportunity for reduced near-term 
contributions~continue to budget for contributions based on prior law, or follow other strategic funding 
policies. l 
Projecte~ Funding Requirements for Sample 80% Funded Plan 

l 
j 

$ Millions •!' 
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Prior Law; Funting the Minimum 

New Law; Fu'n41ng the Minimum 

1 Present valu-.,. 
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2015 

PtiOr Law, Funding the Mr"limum 

New Law; Fond,ng the ,,tni.num 

?016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Total of 2012 · 2021 
Conttlbutions for 7% PV1 of Total 

PBGC Employee 2012. 2021 
Premiums Benefits Total Contributions 

S2.0 S59.1 $61.1 $46,9 

$4.4 S62.5 566,9 $46.6 
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lmpac.1 on PBGC Premiums 
5 
I . 

The impaot ff the increase in PBGC premiums will vary based on a plan's size and funded status, and 
whether t}1e1plan sponsor takes advantage of the opportunity for reduced near-term contributions based 
on the MAP{21 interest rates. PBGC premiums will continue to be calculated using prior law interest 
rates, so requced contributions will result in higher unfunded liabilities just when a higher premium rate is 
assessed bd those unfunded liabilities, The example below shows the impact on PBGC premiums for the 
same sampil, plan as above-80% funded, with $100 million in liability, $80 million in assets, and 
approximat4,Iy 2,000 participants. The example assumes that the plan sponsor reduces their cash 
contribution! to the minimum required amount under MAP-21, 

' l 
Plan sponsqrs will need to consider whether the advantages of potential delayed plan funding outweigh 
the disadvaf tag es of increased PBGC premium requirements. 

ProjectJd PBGC Premiums for Sample 80% Funded Plan 
I 

S Thousandt 

l ; 
i 

$1,000 
Vciuntarity Reduce Funding Level to New Mninium Requireo 

S800 

S600 

S400 

S200 

so 

I 
l 
! 
l 

-!l Law Change 

,_, Pr,« Law 

2C,J2 2013 2014 2015 2016 

j 

' j 

Total Ps·Gj::; Premiums for 2012-2021 Under Prior Law 
i Ii' 

Premlumicrease Due to MAP-21 Premium Provisions 

Premlu·m·. 
1

,. I.crease Due to Deferred Funding Under MAP-21 

Total PBG Premiums for 2012-2021 Under MAP-21 
' 

l 
l 

I 
l 

Retiremenl/lnve~~ent Consulting 

Pcopc:e!My l 
l 

$1,972 

919 (46% increase) 

-1.fil§ (77% increase) 

$4,406 (123% increase) 
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' Additidnal Considerations for Pension Financial 
Mana~ement 

lmpaci ~f PBGC Premium Increases on "Fully Loaded Plan Cost" 
As noted abtve, the increase in PBGC premiums means that maintaining a pension plan will become 
more expei,~ive. The chart be/ow shows the impact of the PBGC premium increases on the "fully loaded" 
cost of provifing pension benefits. In our 'fully loaded' measure, we add the present value of expected 
plan operatiqg costs to the pension benefit obligation. As the chart shows, the impact is relatively small in 

' comparison fo the overall cost of running a plan, but plans currently in a deficit position will see 
substan1ia/11higher premiums until those deficits begin to shrink. 

Fully-L~aded Pension Obligation Pre- and Post-MAP-21 
$ Millions I 100% Funded · 70% Funded 
$115 

S110 

$105 

$100 

$95 

$90 

$85 

Present value of future 
PBGC premiums 

@ Present value of future 
operating costs 

;,z; Benefit obllgalion including 
future mortality 
improvements, credit 
losses, and antiselectkm 

Bercte MAP-21 After MAP-21 Before MAP-21 After MAP-21 

As underfuncii,d plans become better funded over time, the variable rate premium will decline, but the 
higher flat rate premium will persist. At the margin, the resulting increase in the fully-loaded cost of 

' providing pen?ion benefits may lead some plan sponsors to consider alternatives to reduce the size of 
their plans. Mf P-21 is likely to increase interest in settlement strategies such as broad-based lump sum 
offerings to in~ctive participants. as well as annuity purchases and plan terminations. Such increased 
interest in setV ement strategies among plan sponsors who are financially able to fund these settlements 
could potentijlY increase risk to the PBGC by lowering ils premium base and taking financially strong .. , ··""··r ., ,, ........ , ..... ,. .... m 

R<llrnmentltnve,t 
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Funding Strategy 
While the liijher funding interest rates under MAP-21 will create an opportunity for plan sponsors lo delay 
cash contdb}tions, the increase in variable rate premiums will create a strong incentive for sponsors of 
underfundedjplans to continue making their planned contributions, or even increase them. Accelerating 
contributioni to underfunded plans will result in ongoing reductions to PBGC premiums, and the greater 
the current level of underfunding, the greater the financial benefit from accelerated contributions. 

I 
lnvestrhf}nt Strategy 

i g 

The investmint implications of the new rules will interact with a plan sponsor's contribution strategy. For 
example, p_la~s with dynamic investment policies that de-risk as funded status improves may de-risk more 
slowly if the qlan sponsor reduces their contributions. But even more broadly. the new law may change 
the plan spogsor's preferred investment strategy (rather than just the position on the glide path at a point 
in lime). The~mplications of !his new law on investment strategy depend on the nature and level of the 
sponsor's rlsi tolerance. The grid below summarizes the mos! likely potential impacts of funding 
stabilization in investment strategy. 

Potential lmp}ct of Funding Stablllzatlon on Investment Strategy 

Low fundell.iatlo/ 
High risk b~fget (e.g. 50% or 
greater a11091jli-on to return· 
seeking as$et; such as 

equities) : ~ 
High funded. atio/ 
Low risk bu et (e.g. less 
than so_ ¾_• al! ___ "f __ ation to return-
seeking aSSf"f) 

1 
f 
:t 
"1 
l 

I 
l 

1 

Relircment/lnVesttTIOnt CQnsulting 
Prnp,,e!wy ! 

l 

Typically, minimal impact on 
investment strategy 

Recon·slder how to 
allocate the risk budget; 
consider temporarily 
reducing the dura Uon of 
the fixed income portfolio 

Typically, minimal "impact on inveslment strategy 
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For plan spJsors whose most important metric is accounting, plan termination funded status, or 
economic fuiided status, there is minimal impact on investment strategy since MAP-21 did not change 
any of these!netrics. 

For plan spll sors focused on contributions, there will be a short-term deferral of interest rate and credit 
spread risl<, hich will gradually phase out over the next several years. Plan sponsors focused on 
contribution , with a !ow risk budget will not typically need to make signfficant changes 0,1 their investment 
strategy. Tht• are two reasons for this. 

First, the neJ law delays the impact of interest rate risk on contributions, but interest rate risk will · 
eventually repppear when the corridor no longer dictates the rate levels. Plan,.;ponsors with low risk 
budgets wHI fypically be averse to contribution spikes a few years into the future when this happens, so 
they would not typically want to adjust their investment strategy. 

I 
Second, m~,jy plans in this category may have elected the full PPA yield curve rather than segment rates 
to align liabilty changes with asset returns. However, the MAP-21 interest rate co_ rridor does not apply to 
plans that us the full yield curve. These sponsors can elect to move to segment rates in order to take 
advantage o jthe lower contribution requirements. 

Plan sponsort with moderate to high risk budgets that are focused on contributions-the category we 
think might )riclude the largest proportion of plans-will have reduced short-term exposure to changes in 
interest rate-.st! reducing funded status volatility. Over the next few years, these plans may be able to take 
on more inve tment risk while maintaining the same level of contribution risk. The additional investment 
risk can corn in the form of higher allocations to return-seeking assets or lower duration of liability
hedging assels. For those plan sponsors who choose to take on more risk in the next few years, the 
preferred par{ of the portfolio in which to deploy that risk may be influenced by their market views. 

! 
Hewitt Ennis~nupp believes that interest rates will rise over the next few years, so we expect greater 
advantages t~ maintaining a low duration fixed income portfolio, as the new law reduces short-term risk 
from interest (ate mismatch. With interest rates at historically low levels, an increasing number of plan 
sponsors wi.11 ~e implementing "hedge paths," which use explicit interest rate triggers to maintain a low 
fixed income f_uration (and hedge ratio} when rates are low and extend the fixed income duration as rates 
rise. This can,provide a disciplined, methodical way to manage the pension plan out of the current interest 

rate environ°f._ '. _nt. The following figure illustrates how a glide path and hedge path can be integrated. 

First Dini1nsion - Glide Path 

RetirementJ1nvestrr(ent Consulting 
Propiitta:y -' 10 
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lmplerr)1nting Low Duration Strategies 
Plan sponso~ may deploy one or more of the following strategies to shorten duration in today's low 
interest rate environment: 

l 
• Replace long duration bonds with intermediate duration bonds 

i 
Replac~ long duration bonds with return-seeking fixed income 

Maintain ~hysical long duration bonds, but reduce the duration with derivatives 
l 

Let's exami,nf each of these strategies further. 

! 
Replace Ion~ duration bonds with Intermediate duration bonds, The simplest way to implement a low 
duration strat,egy is to shift from a long duration fixed income benchmark to an intermediate one, Plan 
sponsors wh3 do this should be thoughtful about the types of long duration bonds sold as well as the 
types of interA1ediate duration bonds purchased. For example, it may be advantageous to sell long 
duration govJrnmenl bonds and purchase intermediate duration credit bonds to maintain credit spread 
duration whUd reducing interest rate duration, 

I 
Replace lo(lg duration bonds with return-seeking fixed income such as bank loans, complex credit 
and direct ioiins. Various types of return-seeking fixed income can be suitable for this role. Many are 
both more co!iwlex and less liquid than traditional fixed income investments. However, they typically have 
much higher l(ield-often by several percentage points, with much of this translating to higher potential 
returns. Ofte~ these instruments are based on floating rates or have other provisions that make them an 
effective waylo reduce duration. Further. structural dislocations in fixed income markets can make some 
of these opp'f unities attractive. 

Maintain pi\Jiical tong duration bonds, but reduce the duration with derivatives. One way to 
Implement thii is by holding physical long credit bonds and shorting long duration Treasury futures. Plan 
sponsor$ whialroady own long credit can use this approact1 to avoid round-trip transaction costs, while 
achieving hig~ credit spread duration and low interest rate duration. This approach also helps the plan 
sponsor lock Ip the higher credit spreads that currently exist at the long end of lhe curve. 

-'i 

The graphs bdlow illustrate why plan sponsors might want to do this. The graph on the left side shows 
that, as of Jult 31, 2012, credit spreads for intermediate duration credit were 1.5% versus 2.1 % for long 
credit. The gr4ph on the right side shows that this 0.6% difference is near a historical high, suggesting the 

. el 

advantage of i,lan sponsors using this strategy lo lock in a higher spread IAVe.l 
i 
' I 
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Partici~ant Communications and Administration 
l 

Impact ~n Benefit Restrictions 
Unless a piaA sponsor makes an election to delay the application of the MAP-21 interest rates for benefit 
restriction pUfposes (see Timing and Suggested Next Steps for Plan Sponsors on page 14), the improved 
plan funded status that results from the use of those rates may cause the lifting of benefit restrictions that 
had been p_rf_.-iously communicated to participants for 2012. Plan sponsors will need to review the status 
of any existh 'IJ restrictions and any restrictions that may have been expected to go into effect in the 
future. Particfl,ants may need to be notified of the removal of restrictions on benefit accruals and 
accelerated ~enefit distributions (such as lump sums), and administrative systems may need to be 
modified to a~minister a sponsor's plans accordingly. 

l 
Plan sponsort should also review the potential impact on any 2012 plan amendments or unpredictable 
contingent eJ,ents that were prevented from taking effect due to a plan's funded status before the 
enactment o,MAP-21. 

Requiret Disclosures in Annual Funding Notice 
Disclosures regarding the effect of funding stabilization will also need to be added to the required annual 
funding notlcfs for 2012 through 2014 if the impact is at least a 5% reduction in liability and the unfunded 
liability befor1 reflecting the MAP,21 interest rates is more than $500,000. An exception applies for small 
employers (WJth defined benefit plans covering less than 50 participants in total). These disclosures must 
include a statement that, as a result of MAP-21, the plan sponsor may contribute less money to the plan 
when interesqrates are at historical lows. A table must also be included showing the resulting impact on 
the funding target attainment percentage, funding shortfall, and minimum required contribution. Plan 
sponsors mat want to include additional discussion in the annual funding notice to address participants' 
potential corn}arns about the funding of the plan. 

I 

RetlremenUlnveslrr\imt Consulting ,..... I 12 
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Additionkl IRS Guidance: Notice 2012-61 

On Septembt 11, 2012, the IRS issued Notice 2012-61 providing further guidance on the implementation 
of the MAP'.2)1 pension funding stabilization provisions. 

l 
Below is a p,lrtial summary of key clarifications included in Notice 2012-61: 

j 

If the M·.Af'-21 segment rates are used for minimum funding purposes, lump sums and other benefits 
subjecttg §417{e) must be valued using the MAP-21 segment rates. 

• If a plan{ 2012 Adjusted Funding Target Attainment Percentage (AFT AP) was certified on or before 
Septem~r,r 30, 2012, based on pre-MAP-21 rates, the plan's actuary can recertify the AFT AP 
reflecting,MAP-21 rates and the plan sponsor can change benefit limitations either prospectively or 
retroactiv;ely. 

l 
• Plan sp·o/lsor elections lo defer MAP-21 to the 2013 plan year, or to revoke existing elections lo use 

the full yi&ld curve rather than the 24-month average segment rates, must be made by providing 
written nQ!ification to the plan's actuary and plan administrator. 

• Elections!to reduce funding balances made prior to September 30, 2012 may be revoked by the end 
of the 20j2 plan year provided the revocation does not impose benefit limitations that would not 
otherwis<i be imposed or result in an unpaid minimum required contribution. 

g 

As of the encljof September 2012, we continue to await guidance on certain other issues, such as how the 
Treasury De~rtment will calculate the 25-year average segment rates for 2013 and later plan years. This 
information wf' be needed to more accurately project the potential impact of MAP-21 in future years, 

1 
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Timing!and Suggested Next Steps for Plan Sponsors 
The MAP-21/interest rate provisions apply automatically to plans using segment rates for funding 
calculations ~eginning in 2012. However, certain elections affecting the application of the interest rate 
provisions arr available to plan sponsors. . 

! 

. --

-ifa plan .. :~ 
!l_t~ 

c_ll'a,T1JiE-"f[i.fe. 

Has alread~applled Delay the interest rate The AFT AP would 

b.e· nefit rn~ .... t c. tions in pro. visi·o· n. s until 2013 for in .. creas.e en. o. u·.gh .. to 2012 after 2012 benefit restriclion relax 2012 benefit 
AFT AP cert cation purposes restrictions, but the plan 
(including~· ange sponsor expects 
certifica!ior. l restrictions to apply :~i again in 2013 

Has alread · Delay the interest rate The plan sponsor does 
determine\!· 012 provisions until 2013 for not wish to reduce 2012 

""""""'"" "''"' '" ,••= , .. , ••• , 00"'""'"~ """ • "" PPA segnief.t rates funding and benefit concerned about 

! · prefunding balance 

uJl~! 

The fiUng date for the 
2012 Form 5500, but -
per Notice 2012-61, 
the election may need 
to be made earlier if it 
impacts the 
application of benefit 
restrictions 

The due date of the 
2012 Form 5500 filing 
(unless an earHer date 
for benefit restrictions 
applies as above) , l restrictions) adding to the 

Uses the~-·. orate Switch to the segment The plan sponsor One year after th<3 
bond yield,.·c!,rv. e for rates adjusted under the wishes.to. t .. a,ke . . ena.ctme. nt .o. f MA. P-21. 
funding : I new law advantage of the The plan sponsor may 

i.· t·. reduced.· conlribu!ion re-elect the corporate 
1 requirements bond yield curve in a 
I · . future year 

Plan sponsorJ should also consider how MAP-21 may impact their employee communications, their 
funding straiepies, and potential pension settlement actions that may be under consideration or become 
more attraclivj as a result of MAP-21. 

While regulat1ry changes such as MAP-21 are important, long-term pension obligations have not 
changed: plans must pay the benefits promised to participants. Though Congress and other regulatory 
bodies can ch~nge how that obligation is measured and financed, sponsors should keep in mind the true 
economics oflhe plan as well as the regulatory environment they are in when developing risk 
management Strategies. . 

Although the Jew legislation doesn't change plan accounting or the fundamental economics of plan costs, 
the rules lengtJ,en the period of time over which many plans will remain underfunded and reduce the 
near-term pot~ntial for interest rate risk to cause higher contribution requirements. While this will have a 
minimal effectfon the preferred investment strategies for some plans, many will see a stronger case for 
adopting a hegge path that maintains low duration fixed income when rates are low and uses interest rate 
triggers to len1then duration as rates rise, This strategy can be an effective way to fine tune risk 
exposures witfn the current market environment and new regulatory framework. 

! 
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Contadt Information 
For more inlnnation, please contact: 

i 
Eric Friedrnpn, FSA, EA, CFA 
Hewitt EnnisJ<nupp 
+1.312.821.~694 
eric.friedmarj@aonhewitt.com 

Eric Keene~ FSA, EA 
Aon Hewitt ' 
+1.203,52:i.!454 
eric.keenel@aonhewitt.com 

l 
Phil Kivark. ii\ FSA, EA, CFA 
Hewitt Ennis_ nupp 
+1.847.442. 825 
phil.kivarkisrqiaonhewitt.com 

. ;, 

Alan ParikhiFSA, CFA, CAIA 
Aon HevAtt I 
+1.847.442.g235 
(;lfan.parikh@aonhewitt.com 

Armand vaJbao, FSA, EA 
Hewitt Ennlsi'(nupp 
+1.312.715,J359 
armand.yam6ao@aonhewitt.com 
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About A-\on Hewitt 
Aon Hewili ii the global leader in human resource solutions. The company partners with organizations to 
solve their most complex benefits, talent and related financial challenges, and Improve business 
performancel Aon Hewitt designs, implements, communicates, and administers a wide range of human 
capital, retirap,ent, Investment management, health care, compensation, and talent management 
strategies. vl{ith more than 29,000 professionals in 90 countries, Aon Hewitt makes the world a better 
place to wor for clients and their employees. For more information on Aon Hewitt, please vistt 
~,.aonhe ·itt.com. 

j 

i 
About ~ewitt EnnisKnupp 

~ 
Hewitt Ennisl5nupp, Inc., an Aon pie company (NYSE: AON), provides investment consulting services to 
over 450 clielits in North America with total client assets or approximately $2 trillion. More than 240 
investmentcJnsulting professionals in the U.S. advise institutional investors such as corporations, public 
organization~ union associations. health systems, endowments. and foundations with investments 
ranging from ~3 million to $700 billion. For more information, please visit www.hewittennis_knupp.com. 
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Financial Statement Adjustments in the 
Analysis of Non-Financial Corporations 

Summary 

This cross-sector rating methodology explains Noody's approach to r-·,a<ing financial sraiement 
adjustments fnr 11cn-financial corporations;. we adjust companies reported financial staterrients to 
improve anatyt,ca! insight from th~ perspective of assessing credit ris~ and to :rnpto,:e the 
comparability of fmanci,31 data betv,·een peers. When computing erect it-relevant ratios, we use 
adjusted data a:1d base our ratings, :n part. on those ratios~ 

Our aGjustments do not imply that a company·s financ'1al staternerits iai! to ccmp!y with applicable 
a-ccounting rules. Ou, goat is to enf"'a·:ee the ana!ytical value of financial data for credit analysi,;. 
We recogniu! that ac:hie.,ing full comparab,lity of finanoal statements on a g!obJ! basis is wholly 
imposs1b!e due to different measurement. recognition, presentation dnd disc\osure practices that 
ex'.st within and across various coumries, regions: and accounting regimes. However, where our key 
metr"1cs may be sign1ficant!y affected by differing accounttng treatments: that are generally well 
disclosed, we male adjustmems to improve the quality and compa"abi!ity of the data. Over rime, 
as global reporting and analytical issues evolve, we may mcdify or add to our adjustments 

This methodology discusses standard adjustments to financial statements prepared under US, Japan 
and other local cour.try ~ccount:ng prin(iples (colie(tively referred to as GAJ\P 1n th!~ publication 
unless noted otJ1erw1se) and lnternationa! Fina:v:ia! Reportmg Standards (!FRS). The adiustrne.nts 
vte discuss herein rnay be unique to GAA? or IFRS but rray a!so be applied to other accouriti,1g 
jurisdictions, rn!lective!y termed ''toca'1 CAAP~, whellever ,tis appropriate to do so 1n order to make 
statements more comparable to corporacons that rep:::rt under GA4P u IFRS. 

THIS REPORT WAS UPDATED ON DECEMBER 22, 2015 V/lTH ONLY ONE SIGN!ftCANT TEXf CHANGE: 
FOOTNOT[ 1 HAS B[EN REVISED TO CLARIFY THE SCOPE Of INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUERS COVER[O BY THIS 
METHODOLOGY NO OTHER 5!GNIFICANT ASPECT OF THIS METHOOotOGY HAS. BEF.N REVISED SINCE ITS 
ORIGJNAl PUBUCATION DATE_ NO RATING CHANGES Will RESULT FROM PUBUCATJON OF THIS UPDATE. 
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CREDIT POLICY 

Certain adjustments a,re consid~red 'standard adjustments' and are designed to encapsulate adjustments 
across a!l non-financial corpo~tes, where applicable, In limited circumstances, our presentation of ftnanoal 
inforrnat_l'on may differ from the standard adjustments indicated in this document because v,e think a 
different presentation is more analytically appropriate. Where differences from srandard adjustments are 
pi:rVaslve in a particular industry, we,.,,.,![ generally note lhis in the industry rnrtr'odo!ogy, 

h addition to the standard adjustments, we. may also make non~standard adiustrnems w financial 
statements for othe.r matters to better reflect under\ying econom·1cs ar.d ir:-~prove comparability wit!, peer 
cornpani\'S. Non-standard adjustments tend to involve a higher degree of analytic judgment. For example, 
we may adjust financia! statements to reHect estimates or assuf"(lptions that v:e be!ieve are more suitable 
for cr€.dit analysis. 

Purpose and Application 

In general, Moody's adjusts financial statements to improve analytical instgh[ from the perspective of 
assessing credit risl and tc improl/e the comparab1l'ity oi a company's finarK1al statements with those of its 
peers. In sta;idardiling certain ad1ustments, our goa! is to enhance consiste1:cy of our global approach 
across countries and industries. and to promote transparency for rnarket participants, We adjust those 
items for which reliable source data is avai\abte. Hov1ever, we are cognizant of di ff Hences 1n report1'ng 
requirements and accounting regimes, and take such timitatio,,s inio consideration when conducting au-'" 
analysis 

More speciiicalty, \Ve adjust financial statements for the below reasons: 

» Apply accounting principles that we believe more faithfully capture underlying economics. One 
example ls our vre,•, that op-erating lease$ have debt-like financmg c.har2Geristics that shou!d be 
recognized on balance sheets, Most of cur standard adjustments fa!t in the accounting principle 
category 

,, Improve comparabHity by aligning accounting principles. For exarnp,e, we adjust llfO (last-in-first
out) irwentories so that all comp:mies iri a p~er group rneastste inventory o: a (omparable FIFO (fJrSt
in·first-out) bas·,s 

, Reflect estimates or assumptions that we believe are more appropriate for credit analysis in a 
company's particular circumstances. These adjustments typically relate to highly judgmental areas 
such as asset valuation a!!o'l,rances, impairrnen_t of assets, and contingent iiaU1!ities. No sta:1dard 
adjustment falls in this c;;itegor_y as the calcu\at'101s are too co~pany-speclf,c Instead, ,._.,e ad1ust 
f1nand3ls in thls area based on individual facts and circumstances 

We rnake COrJ1prehensiv2 adjustments to complete sets ;;::f financi2l staterner~ts or:d then con)pute rctt10s 
based on ad Justed financial statements As a result, our Dasie financial ratios do not contiin compi1cated 
add bac.~s to the nume:-Dtors and denorninators. but 'instead are wr:p!er con:.tuns based on fully adjJsted 
ser:s of financial S!aten·ents. 

Our adJuStrn€nts afiect 3!l :nrJ?e primary financial statt2rn,;;nts 1.vh1cl'\ _3f1e, our ad;ustrrcn:s, continue to 
interact 

)) Balance sheet: We 2djust the value of certain items. remove the artifici2:'1 effects of smooth'ing 
permitted by aCo:Jntir;g standards, recognize CHtain off~ba!ance sheet transactions, and change the 
debt ve.rsi1s equity classification of certd1n hybrid financial instruments wirh both debt Jna cqwty 
features 

ihJ:,,-.Hc: ,:·,,_><o·;"<Y \1'-,,_:-,c1n ·.1.c,n:,,:.1 :.,.; acU·!'.';,\;·1 "' ,1•,uc,;.-,, ·,--,-.,; r1';.cu,_;:,tcn~;,;·.,;,.:iur·;) 
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CREDIT POUC'I 

)) /ncomestntement:We elirr1ir . .ate the effeos of certain smoothing, reccgniLe dcldit':ona! expenses, 
attritute rnterest to new debt that we recognizt:, and segregate the efiEcts oi unusttal or non-recurring 
items 

,> Cash flowstatt:ment: We adjust the cash flow :nate-ment to be consistent with our adjustments to the 
balance sheet and income scaternent For example, W:?. identify and segregak the cash effeGs of the 
unusual transactions and events that we separate on the income statemem 

Our objecf1ve is to fuUy adjust interim reportlng perlod,; in the same manner as v:e adjust full-year finanCiat 
statements. However, in some cases this may rot be possible due to rnore hrr1ited a(counting disclosures 
thar are made in interim reporting periods. In such cases, we use our judgment In determ1rnng whether or 
not an adjustment can be made and how It should be ca(culated Where there rs lac\ of interim d,sclosure 
inforrnaticn for an adjustment, 'Ne tf!nd to use the prior annua! di5dosure to make estimates, 

We malr1tain ··uradjusted financials~ {1.e. put:lidy repo.rted financials) and ··adju$te,d financ•ats·· (1.e. publicly 
reported dat.;i plus adjustments) in a database and use it to gentrate peer compa(sons and quantitative 
data by industry, This datJ facilitates rating comparability and more transporent communication 

Standard Adjustments 

Standard adjustmenr.s are identified below a'.cng with the applicable- accounting regime. For example, the 
defined benefit pension p!:=m adjustment applies lO US GAAP, iFRS and japan GA.AP while the off-batance
shee~ finance lease adjustment only applies to japan CA.AP" 

tXHIBIT 1 

Standard Adjustment Application 

US GAAP IFRS JGAAP 

Defined benefit pension plans X X X 

Multiemployer pension pL3nS X 

Operating leases X K X 
----

Olf-ba1ance-sheet finance teases 

CapitJlized inteom X X 

Capft,;1lized development costs X 

Interest expense related to discounted long-term liabilities other than debt X 

Hybrid securities X X 

Securitizations and factoring ,mangements X X 

Inventory n:porred on s1. UFO cost basis X 

Canf1st,;nt rneasurenient of funds from O;::erations X 

Unusual and non-re-curring items X X 

The following exhib,t prov·des a Grief descnpticn cf each the standard adjustments Each standard 
adjustment is described rnore fu!(y later in this repo(l 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

r- .~IL",•,,,'-~; i-.:;~1._,\ / ;(, Y I,!;.\', I 1-\l ; i ;, • ::·,;:J;-1'.·':-'-.",!'J Ii Cf.)-.1,l't' ,,,.;1:1 \:_c·;;:-sc,.\,1,,--..\ 
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CREDIT POLICY 

fXH!"3ff 2 

Financial Statement Adjustments in the Analysis of Non-Financial Corporations 

Adj!1~trnent 

Defined benefit 
pension plans 

Mu!tiemp!oyer 
pt!nsfon plans 

Oper,Hlng leases 

Plirpose 

To e!rn1inate the effects of artificial smoothing of perrsion e:tpense p!'!rrnitte-d by a(cottnting standMds 
and recognize- as debt the amount the pension obligation is underfunded or unfunded (subjett to 
equity credit). We a!.s.o thange the c!,mificatinn of c;.t~h contributed to the pemion trust on rh€ cash 
flow statement under certain circumstances. 

lo recognize as debt an es:tim~te of the company's portion of an underfiimfod mu!!iemp!oyer pension 
liability, 

To capitalize operating and off.balance sheet finance leases and recognize a related debt obl:gation 
We re-characte1ize- rent expen5e on the in(ome statement by imputng Jntetest on tNse debt and 
consideiing the residual amount as depreo'aton, 

Capitalized interest fo expense interest capitalized in the current year. On the cash flow statement, we redassify 
capitalized interest from an investing cash outflo\;I to an operating c<1sh outflow. 

(Qpitatized 
development costs: 

Interest expense 
related to 
discounted long
term Llabi!ities other 
than debt 

Hybrid securities 

To expense development costs cap:ta!ized in the current year and adjust intu1gib!e aS·sets on the 
balance iheet accordingly, On the cash flow statement, we re!'.lassify capitalized development rnsts 
from an investing cash outflow to an operating cash outflow, 

To adjust interest expense to redassify the acuetion of discounted long.term liabilities other than 
debt ai. ,:ir1 opt!rating expeme. 

To classify securities with characteristics of both debt anc equity iri accordance with Moody's 
ctassification of hybrid securities, which sometimes differs from accounting treatment. We adjmt 
interest e:.:pense, dMdi;,nds and related cash flows consistent with our classification of the hybrid 
security. 

Securitizaticns and To dassif;-, off balance sheN securitizaHon and factoring arr,;ingements as co\!ateraliz.ed bouowlngs. 
factoring 
arrangements 

Inventory reported To adjust invento1y recorded on a UFO cost bam to FIFO value. 
on a UFO cost basis 

Consistent 
measurement of 
Funds from 
Operations 

Unusual and non· 
recurring items 

To adjust \·1orking capital where appropriate to Include the dlffereno~ bdwei:n tax paid and current 
tax expense, and net interest patrl and int.:,re~t exp(!nte 

To reclassify the effocts of um.l.sual er nonn?-currlng transactions and ev~nrs to a sepoldte category on 
the incorne and cash flow statements Our ana!ytk3! ratios that i11ch1de income or oper<1ting cash 
flows generally exclude amounts in thos..! s~arate categor11;-s 

Non-Standard Adjustrnents 

In add1t:0n to the standard acJjusrrnems, Hocdy's rnciy a!so make non-standarc adjus.trnents to fir:anucti 
stmernents for other matters to better r~flect underlyirig economics and 1mprov? comparab:tit.y with pefr 
companies_ While not a comprehensive list b~lo·t: ar~ some r.xarnptes of non-standard Jdjustments that 

we might make based on the underlying fans and drcums.tances of each issuer 

>> Oebt reported at fair value ba~ed on the etection of a 'fair value opt·,on· 

)> Other posH:rnp!oyee benefit (OPEB} obligation market change:; report~d on the 'income statemert 

~,\'!'if,:•'.( ,1_· Ii~,,~;., U•. •, ','. \ ,:.•,~:I ,-' :,]'.:~ U-l>. ~, i ', < '• H 't ,',/-; •. '. ,- : 1 ,.,; -i :r 1~1Jll<\.l ,- , 1}:00:-1,~ i,u:,,.;s 
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Securities a1d Exchange Commission (SEC) 

t 
General Note: A~ more fully described in About the Codification, the Codification includes selected 
SEC and SEC Staff content for reference by public companies. The Codification does not replace or 
affect how the SEC or SEC Staff issues or updates SEC content. SEC Staff content does not constitute 
Commission-apprqved rules or interpretations of the SEC. 

[ 
General 

i 
> SEC Staff Gui~ance 

> > Announcem~ nts Made by SEC Staff at Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) Meetings 

t 
> > > SEC Staff Announcement: Selection of Discount Rate Used for Measuring Defined Benefit 
Pension Obligatiol\ and Obligations of Postretlrement Plans Other Than Pensions 

I 
I 

715-20-S99-1 Tl;le following is the text of SEC Staff Announcement: Selection of Discount Rate Used 
for Measuring Defined Benefit Pension Obligation and Obligations of Postretirement Plans Other than 
Pensions. t 

>> 

The SEC Obser~er made the following announcement of the SEC staff's position on the 
selection of dis~ount rates used for purposes of measuring defined benefit pension obligations 
under paragra~h 715-30-35-44 and obligations of postretirement benefit plans other than 
pensions under paragraph 715-60-35-80. Those paragraphs provide guidance for selecting 
discount rates fo measure obligations for pension benefits and postretirement benefits other 
than pensions. f 

At each measu,ement date, the SEC staff expects registrants to use discount rates to measure 
obligations for pension benefits and postretirement benefits other than pensions that reflect 
the then curren't level of interest rates. The staff suggests that fixed-income debt securities 

f 
that receive one of the two highest ratings given by a recognized ratings agency be considered 
high quality (fo€ example, a fixed-income security that receives a rating of Aa or higher from 
Moody's Investors Service, Inc.). 

I' 

Comments M~de by SEC Observer at EITF Meetings 

i: 
> > > SEC Obse~er Comment: Determination of Vested Benefit Obligation for a Defined Benefit 
Pension Plan 

i 
https: II a sc, f asb .org/p rint&rend ercmd =section& trid= 2559381 

t 
1/0 
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715·20-S99·2 !The following is the text of SEC Observer Comment: Determination of Vested Benefit 
Obligation for a Qefined Benefit Pension Plan. 

Under the gJdance in paragraph 715-30-35-41, an entity has the option of determining 
whether the vested benefit obligation for a defined benefit pension plan is the actuarial present 
value of the ~ested benefits to which the employee is entitled if the employee separates 
immediately br the actuarial present value of the vested benefits to which the employee is 
currently entl'tled but based on the employee's expected date of separation of retirement. The 
method used[should be disclosed. 

!, 

' t 
f 

I 
t 

l 
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715 Compen$ation-Retirement Benefits 

30 DefineH Benefit Plans-Pension 
20 Glo!sary 

! 
t, 

General Note: ThE) Master Glossary contains all terms identified as glossary terms throughout the 
Codification. Clicking on any term in the Master Glossary will display where the term is used. The Master 
Glossary may cont~in identical terms with different definitions, some of which may not be appropriate for 
a particular Subtop(c. For any particular Subtopic, users should only use the glossary terms included in 
the particular Subtcfpic Glossary Section (Section 20). 

' t 
Accumulated Ben1fit Obligation 
The actuarial presen,t value of benefits (whether vested or nonvested) attributed, generally by the pension 
benefit formula, to El;mployee service rendered before a specified date and based on employee service and 
compensation (if apglicable) before that date. The accumulated benefit obligation differs from the 
projected benefit ob(igation in that It Includes no assumption about future compensation levels. For plans 
with flat-benefit or n'.on-pay-related pension benefit formulas, the accumulated benefit obligation and the 
projected benefit ob(igation are the same. 

I 
Actual Return on P,lan Assets (Component of Net Periodic Pension Cost) 

F 
For a funded plan, the actual return on plan assets is determined as the difference between the fair value 
of plan assets at the lend of the period and the fair value at the beginning of the period, adjusted for 
contributions and payments of benefits during the period. 

t. 
I 

Actuarial Present Value 
The value, as of a sp~cified date, of an amount or series of amounts payable or receivable thereafter, with 
each amount adjuste'p to reflect the time value of money (through discounts for interest) and the 
probability of payme1t (by means of decrements for events such as death, disability, withdrawal, or 
retirement) between I.the specified date and the expected date of payment. 

Allocated Contract, 
A contract with an in~urance entity under which payments to the insurance entity are currently used to 
purchase immediate or deferred annuities for individual participants. See Annuity Contract. 

Amortization 
The process of reducihg a recognized liability systematically by recognizing gains or by reducing a 
recognized asset systematically by recognizing losses. In accounting for pension benefits or other 
postretirement benefits, amortization also means the systematic recognition in net periodic pension cost or 
other postretirement ~enefit cost over several periods of amounts previously recognized in other 
comprehensive income, that is, gains or losses, prior service cost or credits, and any transition obligation 
or asset. · 

Annuity Contract 
https:ilasc.fasb.org/print&rendercTd=glossarysectlon&trid:::2235085 1/1(\ 
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A contract in which (an insurance entity unconditionally undertakes a legal obligation to provide specified 
pension benefits to :Specific individuals in return for a fixed consideration or premium. An annuity contract 
is irrevocable and i~voives the transfer of significant risk from the employer to the insurance entity. 
Annuity contracts afe also called allocated contracts. 

! 
! 

Asset Group " 
An asset group is t~e unit of accounting for a long-lived asset or assets to be held and used, which 
represents the lowe~t level for which identifiable cash flows are largely independent of the cash flows of 
other groups of ass~ts and liabilities. 

r 
f 

Assumptions I 
Estimates of the ocdurrence of future events affecting pension costs and other postretirement benefit costs 

' (as applicable), sucfj as turnover, retirement age, mortality, withdrawal, disablement, dependency status, 
per capita claims co~ts by age, health care cost trend rates, levels of Medicare and other health care 
providers' reimburs~ments, changes in compensation and national pension benefits, and discount rates to 
reflect the time valu~ of money. 

Attribution f 
The process of assigj,ing pension or other postretirement benefits or costs to periods of employee service. 

f 

~ 
Benefit Formula j 
See Pension Benefit Formula. 

I 

Benefit-Years-ot-s;ervice Approach 
One of three benefit /approaches. Under this approach, an equal portion of the total estimated benefit Is 
attributed to each y~ar of service. The actuarial present value of the benefits is derived after the benefits 
are attributed to the[periods. 

i 

~ 

Benefits l 
The monetary or In-kind benefits or benefit coverage to which participants may be entitled under a pension 
plan or a health and welfare plan (which can include active, terminated, and retired employees or their 
dependents or beneficiaries). Examples of benefits may include, but are not limited to, health care 
benefits, life insurancle, legal, educational, and advisory services, pension benefits, disability benefits, 
death benefits, and tlenefits due to termination of employment. 

t· 

Captive Insurer . 
An insurance entity t~at does business primarily with related entities. 

Career-Average-Pay Formula 
' A benefit formula that bases benefits on the employee's compensation over the entire period of service 

with the employer. A tareer-average-pay plan is a plan with such a formula. 
t 
t 
i-

cash Balance Plan I 
A plan with the foliowjng characteristics: 

! 
a. A defined prin):ipal-crediting rate as a percentage of salary 

https:f/asc.fasb,orgiprint&rendercrd=glossarysecHon&lrid;;2235085 ?11fl 
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' b. A defined, 1oncontingent interest-crediting rate that entitles participants to future interest credits 
at a stated, fixed rate until retirement. 

K ; 
A cash balance plan'. communicates to employees a pension benefit in the form of a current account balance 
that is a function offcurrent and past salary-based principal credits and future interest credits thereon at a 
stated rate based on those principal credits. 

I 
' In a cash balance p(an, individual account balances are determined by reference to a hypothetical account 

rather than specific ~ssets, and the benefit is dependent on the employer's promised interest-crediting 
rate, not the actual return on plan assets. The employer's financial obligation to the plan is not satisfied by 
making prescribed 11rincipal and interest credit contributions-whether in cash or as a hypothetical 
contribution to parti1;ipants' accounts-for the period; rather, the employer must fund, over time, amounts 
that can accumulate to the actuarial present value of the benefit due at the time of distribution to each 
participant pursuan~ to the plan's terms. The employer's contributions to a cash balance plan trust and the 
earnings on the invt!sted plan assets may be unrelated to the principal and interest credits to participants' 
hypothetical accounfs. 

~ 
A cash balance plan\is a defined benefit plan. 

' ' 
~ 

Component of an Entity 
A component of an Jntity comprises operations and cash flows that can be clearly distinguished, 
operationally and fo~ financial reporting purposes, from the rest of the entity. A component of an entity 
may be a reportable;segment or an operating segment, a reporting unit, a subsidiary, or an asset group. 

Curtailment . 
See Plan Curtailmenl. 

Defined Benefit Plan 
A defined benefit plai, provides participants with a determinable benefit based on a formula provided for in 
the plan. • 

a. Defined benefit health and welfare plans-Defined benefit health and welfare plans specify a 
determinable ber' efit, which may be in the form of a reimbursement to the covered plan participant or 
a direct paymen to providers or third-party insurers for the cost of specified services. Such plans may 
also Include benefits that are payable as a Jump sum, such as death benefits. The level of benefits may 
be defined or !inj'ited based on factors such as age, years of service, and salary. contributions may be 
determined by t~e plan's actuary or be based on premiums, actual claims paid, hours worked, or other 
factors determintd by the plan sponsor. Even when a plan is funded pursuant to agreements that 
specify a fixed ri{te of employer contributions (for example, a collectively bargained multiemployer 
plan), such a plaji may nevertheless be a defined benefit health and welfare plan if its substance is to 
provide a defined benefit. 

i 
> 

b. Defined benefit pension plan-A pension plan that defines an amount of pension benefit to be 
provided, usually as a function of one or more factors such as age, years of service, or compensation. 
Any pension plan' that is not a defined contribution pension plan is, for purposes of Subtopic 715-30, a 
defined benefit p~nsion plan. 

c. Defined benefjt postretirement plan-A plan that defines postretirement benefits in terms of 
monetary amounts (for example, $100,000 of life insurance) or benefit coverage to be provided (for 
example, up to $~WO per day for hospitalization, or 80 percent of the cost of specified surgical 
procedures). Any)postretirement benefit plan that is not a defined contribution postretirement plan is, 
for purposes of Subtopic 715-60, a defined benefit postretirement plan. (Specified monetary amounts 
and benefit cover'age are collectively referred to as benefits.) 

f 

I 
https:i/asc.fasb.org/print&rendercrd=-gfossarysection&trid:::2235085 'll-1/\ 
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f 
Defined Contribution Plan 
A plan that providet an individual account for each participant and provides benefits that are based on all 
of the following: arl\ounts contributed to the participant's account by the employer or employee; 
investment experiehce; and any forfeitures allocated to the account, less any administrative expenses 
charged to the pla1· 

a. Defined cci~tribution health and welfare plans-Defined contribution health and welfare plans 
maintain an in(jividual account for each plan participant. They have terms that specify the means of 
determining th~ contributions to participants' accounts, rather than the amount of benefits the 
participants ar~ to receive. The benefits a plan participant will receive are limited to the amount 
contributed to (he participant's account, investment experience, expenses, and any forfeitures 
allocated to th~ participant's account. These plans also include flexible spending arrangements. 

b. Defined conlribution postretirement plan-A plan that provides postretirernent benefits in return for 
services rende~ed, provides an individual account for each plan participant, and specifies how 
contributions td the individual's account are to be determined rather than specifies the amount of 
benefits the ln~ividual is to receive. Under a defined contribution postretirement plan, the benefits a 
plan participan~will receive depend solely on the amount contributed to the plan participant's account, 
the returns ear!}ed on investments of those contributions, and the forfeitures of other plan 
participants' bef,efits that may be allocated to that plan participant's account. 

~ 
Discount Rate l 
A rate or rates used Jo reflect the time value of money. Discount rates are used in determining the present 
value as of the measurement date of future cash flows currently expected to be required to satisfy the 

' pension obligation ot other postretirement benefit obligation. See Actuarial Present Value. 
' 
i 

Expected Long-Te(m Rate of Return on Plan Assets 
An assumption about the rate of return on plan assets reflecting the average rate of earnings expected on 
existing plan assets \md expected contributions to the plan during the period. 

f 

Expected Return oh Plan Assets 
' An amount calculate{! as a basis for determining the extent of delayed recognition of the effects of changes 

in the fair value of pl~n assets. The expected return on plan assets is determined based on the expected 
long-term rate of return on plan assets and the market-related value of plan assets. 

I 
~ 

Explicit Approach t\) Assumptions 
An approach under which each significant assumption used reflects the best estimate of the plan's future 
experience solely wltb respect to that assumption. See Imolicit Approach to Assumptions. 

Final-Pay Formula f 
A benefit formula that bases benefits on the employee's compensation over a specified number of years 
near the end of the employee's service period or on the employee's highest compensation periods. For 
example, a plan migh,t provide annual pension benefits equal to 1 percent of the employee's average salary 
for the last 5 years (ctr the highest consecutive 5 years) for each year of service. A final-pay plan is a plan 
with such a formula. ; 

I 
Flat-Benefit Formul~ 
A benefit formula that! bases benefits on a fixed amount per year of service, such as $20 of monthly 
retirement income fori;each year of credited service. A flat-benefit plan is a plan with such a formula. 

f 
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f 
Abstr~cl The main purpose of this paper is to utilize recent developments in panel data 
technihues to evaluate whether the smoothing of pension expenses is neutral in its long
term ~ffect on reported cmnings. Adopting a long-term perspective, the empirical analysis 
also i4cntifics sources of potential deviations, Results suggest that the current smoothing 
medu{nism tends lo induce significant biases in lhe recognized pension expenses. For a 
major{ty of the sample Hrms. the tendency is to overstate the sponsoring Jinns' earnings in 
the loµg rnn. To a large extent, such biases reflect the combination of both ineffective 
amort{zation of the deferred gains and losses und questionable latitude in pension rate 
discrelions. 

Keyw9'rds Pension accounting · Accounting standard · Panel data dynamic model 

JEL Clnssilicalion M4 l · G23 . G28 · C23 

1 Int~oduction 
{ 

This itudy investigates whether the smoothing of pension expenses undt~r current 
accomjting standards is neutral in its long-term cffoct on reported earnings. The empirical 
analys~s identify Sotll'Lt~S of potential deviations, Under Statement of Finandal Accounting 
Stand:irds (SFAS) 87 (Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 1985), the key 
featur¢s of the smoothing of pension expenses include the delayed recognition of actuarial 
pensio,11 gains and losses and a con-idor amortization scheme that requires amortization of 
the unfccognized gains or losses only when they exceed certain amounts. Initially intended 
to re<l~ce short-term volatilities that may be incorporated into sponsoring fim1s' financial 
statenients due to volatile financing or investment aspects of defined benefit plans, the 
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smooti)ing mechanism has been alleged to serve instead as a device for producing mis
leadinJ and overstated earnings. 1 

Eff~ctivc as of December 2006, SFAS 158 removes the delayed recognition of pension 
gains Ind losses in the· balance sheet, It requires recognition. through comprehensive 
incorn~. of changes in the net pension assets in the year in which the changes rn.:i:ur (FASB 
2007).J:Howevcr, the new standard maintains the SPAS 87 smoothing mechanism for 
incom4 statement presentation. The FASB considers SFAS 158 as the first step in 
rccons!dering SFAS 87 and related pronouncements. Currently, the smoothing and deferral 
mecha~isms in the income statement are among the key issues to be resolved in the joint 
effort ~f the FASB and the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) to improve 
accout\1ing for postretirement benefits (FASB 2007), 

The! primary motivations for this study are twofold. First, existing research provides 
consis~m evidence that investors apply the same, if not a higher, earnings multiplier to the 
smoOth'ed pension expenses as they do to the sponsoring firms' core. recmTing earnings 

i . 2 
(Ilarthret al. 1992; Coronado and Sharpe 2003; Hann et al. 2007). Other comprehensive 
incom~_ items in 1he balance sheet, however, tend to be priced as transitory income on a 
dollar-for-dollar basis (Chambers cl al. 2007; Mitra and Hossain 2009). Thus, if the 
smooll!ing of pension expenses is not neutral in lhe long term, immediate. recognition of 
chang4~ in the nel pension assets as other comprehensive income will not resolve the thn~at 
that tht bias component contained in the smoothed pension expense misleads investors. 

Secpndly, Hnnn et al. (2007) show that, compared to a fair value pension accounting 
model// the SFAS 87 smoothing model enhances the relevance of sponsoring firms' 
financi~I statements, The enhanced relevance results primmily from excluding highly 
transit,Jry pension gains and losses from pension expenses. Nonetheless, for the smoothed 
pensio~ expense to be useful. it must also be faithful, verifiable and neutral.3 Ilrown (2004) 
notes \hat the long-term nature of defined benefit plans makes it difficult for users to 
identitJ errors or biases in pension estimates because the accuracy of the estimates is 
usuall}! not revealed until many years later. The lack of verifiability stems from the 
inhcre1\t nature of the underlying transactions pertinent to defined benefit plans. It is thus 
criticalithat the smoothing process produces pension expenses that are faithful and m:utr.il. 

A n~mber of prior studies document that managers choose pension rates and methods 
opportinistically, reflecting various economic incentives (Ali and Kumar 1993: Bergst- . 
resser ft al. 2006: Godwin et al. 1996, etc.), However, the long-term impact of these 
choicet remains unclear. While the smoothing of pension expenses is often justified by 
invokiifa the long-tem1 nature of defined benefit plans. it is far from evident that oppor
tunistic: choices will wash out with time. In this study, I adopt a long-term perspective to 
cvaluht'.~· the smoothing nwchanism with an objective to docum~nt whether ·,md ln what 
ways tik standards open doors 10 abusive implementation and to shed light on how the 
format{on of standards can prevent such abuse. 

To ~1is end, my empirical tests analyze the time-series properties of the defo1Ted gains 
or lossts in each period (i.e .. the flow) and the cumulative unrecognized gains or losses 

1 For in;tmwc, see Gold (2005) and Zion and C:m:ucht" {2002). 
1 

By coijtrast investors appear to have heller understanding for balam.:c sheet implications. of the- pension 
smoothi~g under SFAS 87 {Gop,tlakrishnan 1994). 

.\ Slatcnfcn, of Financial Accounting Com:i!pts No. 2, Qua!i1mfre Characfl;'ti.\lin o/A<·£'ow11i11g /11fonmt1ion 
states thlt relevance und rdiability ,m: th\! two primary qualitie-:- drnt make m:t:ounling information useful. 
Rcliabili_h re5;1.s on fai1hfulncs..'., vcriflability, and ncutrolity. while neutrality ititcrncts wi1h faithfulness and 
vcrifiahifity to affect the uscfol11css of the inr'onnation (F1\SB 1980, J), 6). 
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(Le., t!•c stock, hcrenflcr the URGL). The research design centers on the SFAS 87 
assum~tions that the deferred guins (or losses) in I year will be offset by losses (or 
gains) i in subsequent years and that the corridor amonizatio~. while providing an 
opportpnity for such offsets to take place. also "systematically and gradually" rerngnizes 
the rel)laining URGL in subsequent periods. In addition to firm-specific regressions, 
em~iri{td analyses utilize reccn_t panel dat~ techniques to address w,m,".'ctric issues 
ansmgHrom the relalJve short time span of data ava1lahk. the presence ol both cross
scctiorf:JJ an<l serial correlations. the endogl'neitics between the tlefcITed guins (or losses) 
and pe~sion rate choices and, in particular, the distortions resulting from the aggregation 
over fifms and years. 

Maih tests arc conducted in a large unbalanced panel consisting of 15-20 years of 
observ.)tions for 839 sponsoring firms fro111 1988 to 2007. The results suggest that the 
smootl~ng of pension expenses is generulJy not neutral over time and rhal the corridor 
amorti~atic>n and the latitudes in pension rates choices are likely sources of blame. 

Spc~ifically. results fro111 panel unit root tests suggest a random walk process of the 
URGL !for sponsoring firms from 41 out of a total of 48 industries, as defined in Fama and 
French/( 1997). At a minimu111. shocks to the URGL are highly persistent. TI,ere is no 
indicatit>n of mean-reversion in the URGL of these firms, which would be expected if the 
deferrc~ gains (or losses) were offset over time or if subsequent amortization was effective 
in reduting the non-offset URGL 

Resqlts from finn-spccific autorcgressions reveal tlrnl the long-term expected deferred 
gains (Qr losses) are nonzero on average. These Jong-term expected defoned gains (or 
losses) irellect biases in the smoothing of pension expenses that persistently under- or 
overnt_a{c the sponsoring firms' earnings. For more- than 87% of the sample firms, the long
term eipectcd value is a deferred loss, suggesting pervasively understated pension 
expens<fs in the income statements. On the other hand, the subset of firms that have long
term e~pected deferred gains consists disproportionately of price-regulated utility and 
tclecon;inunication firms. 

Tu a~sess whether sponsoring firms' rate choices contribute to the bias component in the 
deferrc<( gains (or losses), r employ a partiul adjustment mot.kl of tht! deferred gains (or 
losses) ljiat depicts the sponsoring l\rms' pension rate choices as determinants of the Jong
tenn ex~ected deferred gains (or losses). I adopt the Arellano-Bond system generalized 
method pf moments (GMM) estimator for panel data dynamic models (Arellano and Bover 
1995; Blundell and Bond 1998) to address unobserved heteroskedasticity within !inns and, 
to accm!nt for endogeneity in the rate choices. lagged deforred gains (and losses) and a 
fixed tirf1c effect. Results suggest that the choice of the expected rate of return on plan 
assets (I!RR, hereafter) and the changes in the discount rate and the rompensation growth 
rate 1encj to have a pcrmnnenl effect on the long-tcn11 expected value of deferred gains (or 
losses), fOnsistent with the inefficient URGL reduction interpretation of the panel unit root 
results. further, the discretionary component of the change in the discount rate is con
sistcntly[associnted with the bias component of the deferred gains (or losse.s) and is its main 
contribu~or. The industry median-adjusted change in the compensation growth rate is also a 
significapt contribmor to the bias. 

Over411, evidence found in this study suggests that the corridor amortization procedure 
is ineffe4tive and, in practice. allows the deferred gains (or losses) partially resulting from 
biased e{tirnates to persist and accumulate. The results are robust to both the inclusion and 
exclusio~ of the internet bubble and the subsequent market crash (1996-2002) and to 
alternatiye specifications of the deferred gains (or losses). Further analyses suggest that the 
biases frpm the smoothing of pension expenses are not driven by small plans. For more 
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than :t;% of the firms in lhe sample, the smoothing resulls in non-reversing deferred losses 
that a{e material in relation lO the sponsoring firms· pretax earnings. 

Th~ smoothing of pension expenses has been among the key issues raised in the ongoing 
con1rc{versy over pension accou111ing among users, preparers and regulators.' Surprisingly, 
acadeQ1ic research on the smoothing mechanism remains sparse. Davis-Friday ~t ul. (2005) 
study {he use of market-related value in calculating the expected relurn cost component and 
the m1rkct assessment of its impact on reJ>orted earnings. Hann ct al. (2007) evaluate the 
relevapcc of financial statements under the SFAS 87 smoothing mechanism. My study 
contrilju1es to the pension accounting literature by offoiing an assessme111 of the reliability 
of ear~ings resulting from the smoothing mechanism and by identifying sources suscep
tible IQ departures from neutral representations. 

Fin~ings in this sl\ldy are relevant for the standard sellers' current deliberations on the 
smootijing mechanism for income statement presentation. As a caveat to the interpreta
tions, \lJe evidence presented in this study does not necessarily support the elimination of 
pensio~ smoothing. It does, however, cast doubt on the effecliveness of corridor amorti
zation ~nd urge tightened discretion in pension rate chokes. 

The[ remainder of lhe paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background 
infon11p1ion on the smoothing mechanism. reviews related findings and formulates 
hypoth~ses. Section 3 describes the sample and provides desciiplive statistics. Section 4 
cxplai~s the empirical methods and presents the results. Additional analyses and robustness 
tests a(e provided in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

~ 

2 llac~ground and hypotheses 

2.1 Thi delayed recognition and corndor amortization of pension gains and losses5 

Actuari~I pension gains and losses6 reflect two sources of changes in the net pension assets. 
Firs!, c~anges in lhe PBO resulting from changes in actuarial assumptions used in lhe 
valuati<fn of PBO. including changes in the choice of the:: dbcount rutef the compensation 
growth ~ale for pay-related plans, assumptions on mortality, turnover, early retirement and 
so forth'.. Second, changes in lhe fair value of plan assets due lo differences between the 
actual dnd expected return on plan investments, where the calculation of the expected 
return i~ based on an expected rate of return (ERR) and a market-related value of phm 
assets.7 }In Hn attempt tu reduce the volatility that may be incorporated into financial 
stateme~ts due to the voltitile financing or investing aspects of defined benetit plans. SFAS 

" For inst~nce .. ~c:e Zion and C1rtacht.> (2002). Gold (2005) and Securities and Exchange Commbsion (SEC) 
(2005). 
5 Under ~FAS No, 87, the ddaycd recognition fea1ure .ilso includes the ddayeJ recognirfon of plan 
amendmei)ts, which n.-suhi; in unrecogni1ed prior s~YYice cos1. Tht current ~!Ud)' ad<lrt'sscs the ddayed 
ret'ognitio!} of ilt'IW..1riul gains und losses cxch1sivdy, Unrcpurtt>d large -:-ample m1aly~is rcw;il~ that die 
amount ot the unrci.:-ugnized prior service i'> much smaller than thnt of the unrecc'l_gniLcd gains or los..i.cs. Th~ 
median rai_io of the 1wu is aboUI one-tenth. The median rntio of the magnitude of lhi: chungl" in the prior 
St:"n'ice Co~t to ihe magnitude of the change in the URGL is only about four percent 
6 Acwari4_1 pension ~ains and losses ,m~ simply referred to as (pension) gains and h.l.Sses in subsequent text. 
7 

At comfr.mies' discrc!ion. this market-related value of plan assets can bl' .i moving avcrag~ of the fair 
value of 1ijan assets for up to 5 y~ars. Da\'is-Fri<lay cl ul. (2005) l)how thut lhe tlifferenct' bctw~en lhe 
markcHd~ted v,1luc 11nd the fair value of plan a.'i..~cls rc~ufl-; in differl'nccs th.ic. on average, amount to 8.5% 
of the reIJi{rtcd expected returns 1.·os£ componen1 in 1998 and 2.4% in 2001. 

' ~ Spring~, 
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Pre-ep,pting FASS: mark-to-
mark~t pension cost accounting 

I 
Issue Current U.S. accounting standards offer corporations flexibility in how they 

account for th1 cost of pension benefits. In recent weeks, a number of firms have 

announced th~! in their 2010 (and future years) corporate earnings statements, they 

will recognize ,pore quickly changes in the value of pension assets and liabilities, 

moving toward·1'·mark-to-market" accounting. Wllat are the implications of such a 

change? 

F~cs 11u11::·.t}'. )he most volatile component of pension cost - referred to as 

actuarial gains lind losses - has traditionally been spread over several years in the 

earnings stateJent, in order to avoid distorting earnings numbers and creating 

excessive variability in the year-to-year results. Ho1,vever, this approach is complex 
~ 

and opaque ang the numbers it produces don't necessarily mean a great deal. 
. I 

A different apprqach, proposed for example in a 2010 International Accounting 

Standards Boarb (IASB) discussion document, is to recognize these gains and 

losses more quitkly, but to do so in a separate part of the earnings statement. This 

allows analysts~ easily delineate them from other earnings. This principle is the 

one on which Htjneywell's, AT&Ts and Verizon Communications' recent 

announcemenlslhave been based. 
I 

Because accoUoiing is an area in which common practice is important. the actions 

of these firms mJy create a trend in advance of the widely-expected change in the 
l 

standards issue<( by the U.S. Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) or the 

' International Acc9unting Standards Board (IASB). 
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Tht-• ~•11no,!n[Prn(iflb 
On Novembel 16, 2010, Honeywell issued an investor update in which they announced 
that they wili 4nnual/y recognize mark-to-market gains and losses (outside a 10% 
corridor) in their income statement. and that they will separate pension expense into two 

' '{ elements: ongoing expense and mark-to-market adjustment. The mar1<-to-market 
adjustment wi[I be made in the fourth quarter of each year (and not in quarterly 
statements). On January 13, 2011, AT&T announced that they too would use a once-a
year mark-to,,l,arket adjustment to recognize gains and tosses in the year incurred. 
AT&T also a,n6ounced a change in how costs are assigned to business units. On 
January 21, 2Q11, Verizon Communications followed suit. AT&T and Verizon went 
further than H. l~neywell in that !hey retained no corridor at all. Further details of all three 
announcemef_ls can be found on the investor relations section of each company's 
website'. ! 
These change~ are permissible under existing accounting standards (as set out in 
Statement ot 7nancial Accounting Standards No.158), but represent a departure from 
how most firm

1 
currently account for pension expense. -

lleii! ;ii 11_,n:, ;of kf.,y i.:;H11~; 

Before going ary further, we should be clear on the definition of two key terms. 

Actuatlal gains and losses. These are easiest to think of as the change in the 
va!u8 ~f assets and liabilities that arises from unexpected sources. For example, 
if at thl! start of a year a plan assumes future returns of 8% on a $60m asset 
base, (hen expected investment returns for the next twelve months are $4.8m: if 
aclu~tretums are S5.8m then there is an unexpected gain of S1m. Actuarial 
gains tnd losses also occur when there is a change in the discount rate for the 
valuatfn of liabilities (which is tied to the level of interest rates) or other 
assumptions used in valuing the liabilities. Under the approach announced by 
the thrre corporations, these gains and losses are to be dealt with through an 
annua\mark-to-market adjustment. Because of the uncertainty in investment 
return4and Interest rates, actuarial gains and losses can be large and can have 
a subs!antial impact on the earnings result. For example, the restatement of 
2008 rtsults for Verizon Communications and AT&T include a $15 billion 
adjust1jlent and a $25 billion adjustment respectively for that year's earnings -
enougi to turn previously positive earnings-per-share (EPS) numbers for that 
year lnr negative ones. 

Corrid~r. A corridor is a smoothing technique under which, rather than 
spread~g gains and losses in the corporate earnings statement over a number 
of yeart, they are ignored altogether unless they exceed a certain specified 
level (s~ch_ as 10% of the greater of assets and liabilities). Thus. in the example 
descnbild in the previous paragraph, lhe $1m unexpected gain would be 
ignor(!cifor the purposes of corporate accounting if a corridor were being used 
(since ~1m is less than 10% of the asset value). 

I 

l 
1 The ......ebsltes are ,,.k,,1 hMeyv,,e1t.r...ornfinvc--stor, w,w,.att comnr.veajQf and 'tMHI venzcn cornrmvesto.r 
resp,,ctive!y I 
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We summan4 in the appendix to this note the expected impact on 2010 earnings for 
each of the three firms. For two of the three firms, 2010 reported earnings are lower 
under the ne~approach (the result of acluarial losses in 2010 being marked to marset 
rather than anjortized), while for Verizon they are higher {2010's actual Joss being, in 
their case, Jess than the loss earned over from previous years !hat would have been 
recognized u. nVer the previous approach). For all three firms, the impact of the change is 
expected lo b1 positive in future years, since It removes the impact of past losses that 
had not yet bepn recognized under the old approach; the gain or Joss in 2011 and 
beyond will reflect that year's experience but be free from any hangover caused by the 
gradual recoQ,fition of 2008's losses2

• 

1 
The change b~AT&T and Verizon in how costs are charged lo business units is 
noteworthy. A<(iuarial gains and losses will be included in the consolidated corporate 
accounts, but 1ot In the results of the segmenls of the business. Indeed, not only are the 
actuarial (i.e. upexpected) gains and losses excluded from business segment results, 
but so are all_ a.i;set returns and interest cost. The business units are therefore to be 
charged for th~ estimated cost of benefits as they accrue. but from that point onward the 
management of the assets and liabilttles becomes a purely corporate concern. We 
believe this apgroach may appeal to other firms which are made up of a number of 
distinct busine,!s units. 

\Vh;,t is noi alfoucci 

The change ir Lccounting affects how business results are presented, but nol the 
underlying opef,ltion of the business. In particular, the changes do not affect: 

SALES OR cAtH FLOW. There is no impact from the accounting changes on any of the 
three firms' bbsiness operations. 

EMPLOYEE eJNEFITS. While the cost of employee benefits that is shown in company 
accounts win l:hange, the benefits themselves remain the same as before. 

l 
PENSION FUNQING. The casl1 contributions made by the corporations to their pension 
plans are un:ytected by accounting change. 

BALANCE SHE'.ET. The changes affect only the profit and Joss slatement, and not the 
balance sheef of the corporations in question. 

; 
PENSION PLAtl INVESTMENT STRATEGY OR RETURNS. While there is no direct impact on 
the plan from how the corporation chooses to account for its cost. plan fiduciaries in 
general have pecome increasingly conscious of investment risk in recent years, and 
one reason tot that is the greater awareness at the corporate level of the impact of 
that risk on (hf health of the plan and its impact on the corporation. Hence accounting 
change may pptentially have an indirect impact on pension stralegy. Indeed, 
Honoy'\Vell's·a~nouncement included comment on the future funding and Investment 
strategy or the/r plans. One unsatisfactory element of the existing accounting regime is 
the misalignment of interests it can create (a subject we have explored elsewhere ). 
The changes 1nnounced by the three corporations are a step fo,ward to the extent 
that they redu~e the incentive lo base pension plan asset allocation decisions on 
anylhing otherlthan the true tradeoff between risk and return. 

I 
t 

< tn Honeyv,-etrs cas~ the retention of a corridol'. means that some losses ,.,,u1 still be deferred for future 
recognition - about S (bo rattier than S7.5bn 

;::;:;:··,:·::::::~';;·-·:/t:~:-;·i:11 FASR m:1,HG·rT,~rl\>:\ pension cos: occounl 109 
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Since there is!no impact on corporate cash flow or pension funding, the change that is 
being made !ids not In the underlying economic events but entirely in how the results are 
reported. In thtt sense, there is a strong argument to be made lhaj there shOuld be no 
impact on the ~hare price of a corporation, no matter what their approach lo pension 
cost accouniirfg. This ignores the question of perception, however. 

Prior to annoulcing the change to a mark-to-market approach, Honeywell alreacly used 
a shorter amo~izalion period than peers. The belief that this hurt its share price was a 
factor in the d~cislon to Change (they rejected the Idea of moving in line with peers as an 
inferior appro*h, so chose instead to create a more obvious distinction in their 
approach). Th~ implies that the market Is not processing available information perfectly. 

It could be sa1&, then. that these companies are laking a risk in making the move-to a 
mark-to-markej approach. If analysts and investors rail to understand or react negatively 
to lhe change,[their stock valualions could be hurt. · 

' i 
However, as'l'le have described elsewhere, this is a subject that has been analyzed 
extensively in (ecent years.' lntemallonal and U.S. accounling standards are expected 
to move in this{dlrection within a few years. These significant moves - by three major 
corporations.-VJill increase awareness of the issues and could themselves cause a 
change in pefcf ption. All things considered, then, it seems to us that the market Is likely 
to be able to raJionally process the new presentation of pension expense, and that the 
Impact on sharj, prices should be minimal. 

I 
rh,) r\itiontde! · 

Each corporati~n argues that the changes improve transparency and represent better 
accounting. 10 ~T& T and Verizon Communications' case, the removal of interest cost 
and asset returi,s from business unit results also appears to have been a factor. 

i 
II could be said!that this represents a watershed ror pension cost accounting, in that we 
have reached 4 point where the complex adjustments required to amortize market 

' ~ 
fluctuations torqugh the earnings statements over several years are no longer seen as 
worthwhile. l~tr9ducing the change, AT&T CFO Rick Lindner observed that "the more we 
looked al differ;nt methods, the more complex the amortiza1ion and the benefit 
aceounung b~c,me and we finally stepped back from it and said ·1et's go in the opposite 
direction: let's' njake this simpler'". The drawbaci<s of the change (will investors 
understand whl! earnings numbers have become more volatile? will it affect share price? 
will we be force!! to change again when accounting standards are next revised?) now 
appear, to thesd CFOs at least, to be outweighed by the advantages. 

. I 
There is also a gming consideration here. Honeywell noled that there is the possibility of 
actuarial gains qver the medium term should rates rise: the new approach allows 
corporations to qook those gains faster. 

We would also ,lote that most corporations - including these three - suffered large 
actuarial losses In 2008. Those losses would have impacted earnings for several more 
years under the previous accounting approach. By making the change now, companies 
can put 2008's ltsses behind them. 

i 

I 
3 Gannon (2009) ~Jnoos hO'll analysts are trained to MJUS! company tesufts 10 remove the effects of different 
choices lr'I hON the'/ resent pans!,on expense_ . 
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With these finhs having beaten the path, it will be easier for others to follow. One of the 
biggest risks it, moving toward mark-to.market is that investors will misunderstand It or 
perceive ii n,eqatively. That risk Is greatly reduced if others have already made the 
change. j . 
The importanc/e of peer actions was acknowledged by Verizon Communications CFO 
Fran Shamn:>~ who indicated that the aclions of AT&T and Honeywell had accelerated 
Verizon's cha~ge (which would likely otherwise have been made a year later al the end 
of 2011.) , I 
Widespread c4ange among corporations could force the hands of the FASB. We have 
previously preilcted a change in U.S. standards sometime around 2014 (a prediclion 
based on the µ,regress of changes to international standards and efforts to standardize 
across regime¾)'. The dynamics of change would be transformed if a substantial number 
of others follovj the lead of these three corporations. 

If the principle if marking to market wins out, then some questions would still remain. 
One is the uselof a corridor. On that question, we would expect a single approach to 
dominate evenluaily; it seems to make little sense for half of the market to use a corridor 
and half not to]The reaction to the two lelecommunications companies' decision to rip 
off the band-alf in one move and abandon the corridor altogether will therefore be 
important. l 
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Appendix: f:stimated Effect of Changes on 2010 Pension Expense 
Sourt:;e: Corpo{3te Statements 
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I 
Executive Summary 

I 
Seven yea,!; after the U.S. stock market bottomed in the global financial crisis. U.S.-qualified defined 
benefit (DBjpension plans continue to run significant deficits. At year-end 2015, we estimate the 
aggregate P,ension deficit for S&P 500 companies to be $445 billion. One might expect that the prolonged 
underfundeb position would result in significant required contributions on the horizon. However, two key 
themes haV:e emerged from regulatory activity over this period: 

! 
1. Requirj contributions have been deferred by Congress; and 

2. The an1ual penalty for maintaining an underfunded plan has increased significantly. The Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) premium assessed on pension deficits from will rise five-fold, 

. ' 
from O.f% in 2013 to 4.50% by 2020. 

This mixed bag of regulatory changes has given plan sponsors the flexibility to reduce contributions to DB 
pension pla6s, while at the same time increasing the financial penalties for doing so. These conflicting 
factors hav<i prompted many plan sponsors to review their approach to pension plan funding. This paper 
lays out the bonsiderations for prefundirig an underfunded pension plan: 

• The decision to make discretionary pension contributions (i.e., prefund) should be considered as part 
of an organization's overall capital budgeting strategy. Like other capital budgeting decisions. pension 
funding ~hould be evaluated both relative to the organization's cost of capital and other uses of · 
capital. I 

' • Many plin sponsors will find significant advantages to prefunding to avoid PBGC premiums. 
Organizf lions without sufficient cash reserves may find it attractive to borrow to fund the plan. 

• Borrowi~g to fund effectively exchanges soft debt for hard debt. While most rating agencies and 
lender$ tonsider pension deficits to represent long-term liabilities similar to long-term debt, there are 
differen&,s in the impact on other financial risk measures such as Interest coverage ratios that should 
be consf~ered. 

The attr3.ctiveness of such a strategy depends on the pension discount rate (typically investment 
grade curporates), the tax status, and borrowing costs and capacity of the sponsor. 

If the after-tax borrowing cost is less than the sum of the pension discounl rate and PBGC variable 
premiumirate, the math is likely favorable to borrow to fund the plan. 

The impJct on investment policy, actuarial assumptions and methods, and potentially plan design 
also shoyld be considered in determining whether to borrow to fund, as well as lhe implications for 
the plan pnd the organization's capital slructure. 

' 

I 
I 

Pension Fundlng,Slrategy: Consider.aliGns for ?refunding a Pension Plan 
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Introduction 
' ~ 

A holistic ~Jproach to pension risk management integrates four key 
dimensions! 

' 1. lnvest"l'ent Policy 

2. Fundihg Strategy 
! 

3. Plan Dfign 

4. Assur111tions and Methods 

These fou~ Aimensions are highly interdependent as, tor example, 
changing in&rest rate assumptions dictated by new laws will 
influence fuqding strategies, which in turn should impact 
investments! Therefore, effective plan management requires 
consideratioh of all four dimensions. This white paper focuses on 
the key role bf funding strategy. We should note that a funding 
strategy, pa~icularly when it involves borrowing to fund, also entails 
another eleq,ent-that is, the capital structure and borrowing 
capacity of the plan sponsor. All funding decisions should be made 
in the conleit of the plan sponsor's assessment of this use of 
capital in its hverall capital strategy. 

Recent ~rends 
The introduclion of the Pension Protection Act (PPA) effective 

' beginning inF008 for most plans coincided with the biggest U.S. 
recession ih ~lmosl 80 years. Aon Hewitt analysis indicates cash 
contributionsjas a percentage of operating cash flow (OCF) jumped 
from 2.8% fnl2007 to 5.3% in 2009 at the median. One in four 
sponsors sal contributions spike to at least 10% of OCF. For one 
in 20, this raJo jumped to over 35%. 

While equity ~arkels took lime lo recover, Congress interceded 
with success~e rounds of funding relief In 2010, 2012. 2014, and, 
most receni1J, 2015. Given the new higher-funded ratios under the 
latest funding relief measures passed into law, sponsors generally 
reported that }~ey expected to contribute even less to their plans In 
2015 than in y,e prior two years. Instead of being held to a more 
rigid funding (egime under PPA. plan sponsors have been afforded 
flexibility to fund less. However, contributions are not going away 

' ; 
entirely and iany plan sponsors report making discretionary 
contributions.~ 

I 
Pension Funding ~lrategy; Considerations for Prefundin9 a Pension Plan 

I 

Should Plan 
Sponso.rs(;xp_ect 
Funding Relief? 
2008. Worker, Retiree, and_ Employer 
Recovery Act (WRERA)-,-Allowed 
st'n09lhirg ·_of pensi_o~ pla~·:a_S_sets_ ror 
up lo two years, rathe.rthan ihe · 
averaging originally provided by PPA 

2tl09 tRSYielcl Curve Guidanc<>-' 
While no formal bill was passed, lh~ 
IRS anowed plan sponsors to select a 
full yield cwve.approach for valuing 
_!he 2009 plan year liabililieshefore 
movingback lo smoothed rates 
without any reslricti_on,. This allowed 
plan_ spoosors: to _oseJntere_s_t rates as 

· high as 8¼ for valuing funding_ .· 
liabilities and Cash requirements, 

2010 Pensl~ti ReUefAct(PRA)-,
Allo,ved plan sp()rsors lo fond lh.e 
pension plan deffclt over nine years or 
15·_ye8rS_ralher f!la,n the :seven·yeafs 

· normally required by PPA. 

20121/ioYing Ahead f~r Progress In 
the 21st Century _Act (MAP,21)-,- · 
Al/owe<! plan Sp()nsors lo USe a 
?5--Year,_average _interest,fate m_e~sure 
to determine pensfon _liabili!ie_s r_a_th_e(_ 
than tl1e 24.-monlh/current yield curve. 

2014 Highway and Trarisportatlon 
Funding Act (HATFA)-,-El<tended 
provision~ of MAP;2jandimpact of· 
pension funding relief for an additional 
fiVe years. 

2015 Bipartisan Budget)\ct 
(BBA)-Further exrende? fh<> 
pmvisions of fdAP0 21 by an 3dditional 
two years, along with fur:{her increases 
to PBGC premiums. 

Congress has seeminglfprovkf~d 
funding relief at every. turn. While plan 
·spo_":$ors shou_ld nof_'re_ly_:on fufure 
rounds of relief, it w,:,uld not be 
surprising iflhey received ~-

2 
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lmplic~tions of Maintaining an Underfunded Plan 
lncreasinglg. plan sponsors are considering pension funding strategy from a corporate finance 
perspective; Stakeholders often consider the gap between pension liabilities and pension assets as a 
form of debj to be incorporated into the capital structure of the company. In basic terms, debt in the form 
of a pensiotl deficit is like a mortgage in that the principal and interest are paid over time and the interest 
rate is the cliscount rate on the liability-long-duration investment grade corporate bonds in most cases. 

t 
Pension de~t has different characteristics than hard debt, which influences which type of debt is more 
appealing'. fmong those differences are; 

, I 
Pensio~ debt is much more volatile, as its value is infiuenced by changes in interest rates, equity 
returns,jand sponsor funding. If the long:anlicipated rise in interest rates ever occurs, pension debt 
might ;eyen be forgiven, as higher discount rates reduce funding obligations. 

Penslo1 debt has different payback terms than other forms of debt. 
; 

Pension; debt does not (directly) impact debl coverage ratios. 

• Pensloridebt does not always (or directly) impact an organization's borrowing capacity. 

• Pensioidebl carries a significant ·tax" (i.e., PBGC premiums). 

! 
PBGC Pfemiums 
Pension plais appear better funded as the new funding relief rules reduce the minimum required 
contributiont thereby reducing corporate tax deductions and increasing the taxes paid by corporations 
sponsoring iefined benefit pension plans. In fact. a staled goal of two recent funding relief measures 
(MAP-21 a,n_9 HATFA) was to increase government ·revenue" to pay for some of the other provisions in 
the bills in wrich they were included (i.e., transportation and highway bills). 

l 
At the sam,e jime, both the fiat-rate and the variable-rate PBGC premiums have been (and are) increasing 
significantly,;as shown in the table below: 

' i 
Plan Year I 
2012 

2013 
2014 

2015 
2016 f 
2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 I 

Flat-Rate 
(per participant per year) 

$35 
$42 
$49 
S57 

S64 

$69 
$74 
$80 

$82 (indexed) 

Variable-Rate 

(per $1,000 of unfunded vested benefits) 

$ g 

S 9 
i14 
$24 

$30 
$34 
$39 
$44 

$45 (indexed) 

Companies e~cting to fund their plans according to the new rules may leave their plans well underfunded 
on a PBGC p/emium basis (where deficits are measured under the old rules) and expose themselves to a 
significant pr~' ium--4.50% by 2020--on the amount of the deficit. This increase in the carrying cost of 
pension debt as a significant impact on how the cost of this form of debt compares to other traditional 
financing, an · js likely to continue to spur many investment grade companies to reduce pension debt. 

' 

'""" '""'•\'"""" C•~•-• ~-=•a a.,~ """ 
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I 
Plan oelRisking 

Maintalni6J a· poorly funded pension plan makes it difficult for the plan sponsor to implement some 
business o6jectives: 

. ' 
i 

1. A pens~n plan funded below the 80% threshold would not be able to take advantage of one of the 
most pqivalent strategies today: de-risking a pension plan via a lump sum window for inactive 
partidPllnts. Lump sum windows aBow plan sponsors to both reduce their pension footprint and future 
admi1itration and PBGC costs. 

. ' 
2. A poo4funded plan also may result in a deferral of asset portfolio de-risking as glide path triggers 

are nothiet as quickly. This leaves plan sponsors with the difficult decision of maintaining market risk 
l 

expo~u[e for longer. . 

3. Finally,la poorly funded plan could be an obstacle to mergers and acquisitions because of its impact 
on corpprale valuations. 

While the
1

f~ding relief rules give more flexibility to defer plan funding, the factors described above make 
it less desirfble to make use of this enhanced flexibility. 

l-
Econorpics of Prefunding vs. Minimum Contributions 
There are'nimerous perspectives and factors that the plan sponsor should consider when comparing 
"fund-now" ind "fund-later strategies, as outlined by the examples below. 

I 
PensiohlPlan Perspective 

; i 
The followirt} example studies the case of an ongoing pension plan that is 80% funded as of 
January 1/ ~016, wilh $4 billion in assets and $5 billion of liabilities measured using current interest rates 
(approximatl,ly 4.50%). 

' Two al!ernaUve funding strategies are considered: 
: g 
! ! 

1. The funU-now strategy assumes the plan sponsor would fund $400 million per year over the next 
three y,_, e},rs, which will fully fund the plan and allow it to remain over 100% funded for the next 
10 yearf 

2. The fonl.later strategy assumes the plan sponsor contributes just the minimum required contribution 
deterrni,jed using the current rules, 

I 
For purpose$ of this compadson, the interest rate environment has been assumed to remain constant at 
January 201r levels (approximately 4.50%), the plans assets were assumed lo return 7.00% per year 
and !he pla'lsponsor pays the PBGC premiums out of company assets rather lhan the pension trust. 1 

The 7% assf t return assumption for both scenarios is reasonable for an apples-to-apples comparison 
between the,two altemalives. However, many plan sponsors may have a glide path strategy in place, so 
that once a dension plan is better funded, !he asset allocalion will shift more towards fixed income, 
resultil1(J in',_ :e_ lower expected rate of return on assets. The following chart and !able shows the impact on 
cash requirerents under these two funding strategies. 

1 Most plan spohsors pay PBGC premiums from the trust. However, this is just a tirning issue and the long-term 
economic andjaccounting impact of this assumption is very small. 

Pension Fundini Stfategy: Considerations for Prefundlng a Pension Plan 

! 
I 
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• ~Jiund Naw" Contributions °٨�F11nd later" Coninbu!ion5 

"$450 

$JOO 

$350 

S300 

$250 

$200 

S150 

$100 

sso 
so 

l 

lit 
,, __ , 

~ -
M,s r 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

~Fund Now' Qont~ibutions 
'Fund Now' f!BGC VRP 
~Fund Late/l;ontribulions 
"Fund Later" i-sGc VRP 

l 

10-Year 
2016-2020 2021-2025 Total 

u200 s o s 1.200 
~ _ 25 _ _5 _Q__ _j__ 25 
$ 648 S 842 S 1.490 
s 93 S 49 $ 142 

In this exante, following a fund-later strategy results in paying 
$290 million;more over the ·10-year period in contributions. The 
funded status under both scenarios at the end of 10 years is 
approxima,tejy 100%. However, on top of the $290 million in cash 
contributioni to the plan, the plan sponsor will have paid an 
additional S 1117 million to the PBGC in variable rate premiums 
(VRP) unde-Jthe fundMfater scenario. Given tho magnitude of this 
tax, the PBG\C premiums should indeed be a major consideration. 

' 
The examplJ above assumes the PBGC variable rate premium cap 
is not reach,il in any of the years, However, it is Important to note 
that if a penslon plan is currently impacted by the per-participant 
cap, additionbl cash contributions will not result in any PBGC 
premium savjngs unless they are large enough to bring the funded 
status below\,, certain threshold. In other words, the last dollars 
contributed tf the plan may be more valuable than the first ones. 
Rising VRP rl'tes ensure that many plans will be newly impacted by 
the VRP cap:ln the near future. 

I 
' 

I 
I 

Pension Fundin91Strotegy; Considerations for Prefunding a Pensfon Plan 

I 

. Source$ of Funding 
Existing Cash 

Themost natural. way for a defined 
· benefit plan sponsor to fund up their 

p_Ia_n j~_vfa eXisting_COrporat_e cas~.-
. Thl_s is _a complex decfsiori where 
other factors must be"consldered. The 
company may 1vant to remain Oexible 
and maintain good. cash availability, or 
ii may be that other more tax-friendly 
optio_ris a_re .available • 

Borrow to FUnd 

. _If corporate-cash is riot aVailabl_e, ·one 
way to n1eet the pension oblfgatio11 is 

· to bom~w. One approach is tO._issu·e 
debt_ and.-in'_t6c_~n(Y_e~rs; -~~ny. 
·cofpo¼ttiorls (il1Crudln_g Do~ Che_mi_Cai; 
Ups, Ford, Northrop Grumman, 
Mo_t_Oft)f8~ and othe(S) h_8Ve._iSS_Ued 
bonds witha portion of the pr<leeeds. 
go_fng_ tow~rds_ their_ p~nsiol1 ~fans. 

Contribute Equity 

The, Employee Retire01ent Income 
Securily Act (ERISA)contains certa_in 
slatuiory exemptions from prohibited· 
transaption rul~, 0118 of which appl1es 
to contribut!o_ns of cor:npany s_f_ock._ 
Certain restricUons do apply, !lie most 
Important being that the value of the 
company stock heldby the pension 
trust after the co,ntribution inay not 
exceed 10%,·of th(! {air' market va1ue of 
_the plan·s·asS81s. 

Contribute Real Assets 

Th1S'·opuotdS·nOt COnimOnty used b!f 
U.S. corporations> pii01arify because 
of ERISA restrictions. Outside the 
i).S.,' lhese-iri.kirid co·ntributions ate 
more common and they generally rake 
the_ form of re?I estate or·compa'riy 
inventory'. 

5 
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Corpora1e Balance Sheet Perspective 

Fund witti Existing Corporate Assets 

Plan sporlsirs also should take Into account financing costs, tax Implications, and potential Impacts on 
earnings pfif share, debt-to-equity and interest coverage ratios before deciding the best strategy for their 
current situ,tion. Let's assume a U.S. tax-paying corporation has cash available and is evaluating the 
economic:b~nefits of making a discretionary contribution to the pension p!an versus using the cash for a 
different 0Torate project. _We ru,rther assu11;e that the plan sponsor will not take on additional ris.k 
exposure aQd will Invest this add1t1onal conlnbullon in some form of long-duration fixed income with a rate 
of return of 5.00%. Any contribution to the pension plan will grow tax-free and eliminate a 3.00% variable 
rate premluin paid to the PBGC in 2016 (if the plan is underfunded). So, the 2016 ROI for the plan 
sponsorde4iding to use company cash to fund the pension plan is 5.00% + 3.00%; 8.00%. 

l 
To the extf14t this return on investment is attractive relative to other uses of cash, strong consideration 
can be made to funding the pension plan. For a cash taxpayer, the benefits are more significant due to 
the tax dedJction generated by the pension contribution. The hurdle rate above grows over time as the 
PBGC prerrvum amounts increase as summarized on page 3. The key takeaway from the above example 
is that, if th1company has cash available, the fund-now strategy has merits that need to be considered 
from an ove!all corporate finance perspective. 

j 

Borrow-toif und Strategies 

When cas~ Ii not readily available, considerations should be given to borrow-to-fund strategies. In recent 
years, the 'cqst of borrowing has dropped to historic lows. Therefore a borrow-to-fund strategy becomes 
an even mo$ appealing alternative, especially considering the dramatic increase in PBGC premiums. If 
the plan spopsor gets the funding from external debt, the attractiveness of the fund-now strategy will 
largely be b<{sed on the after-tax borrowing rate of the plan sponsor, and how that compares to the hurdle 
rate (i.e., p;e~sion discount rate plus PBGC premium rate). As long as the company has not used up their 
borrowing ctacity, the return on corporate assets becomes irrelevant. because this strategy involves 
swapping onl' form or debt for another and therefore does not necessarily divert funds from investment in 
other projectj:. 

! 
A simple rul1 of thumb is that a fund-now strategy makes sense as long as the borrowing cost is less than 
the pension giscount rate plus the PBGC variable rate premium. The rule of thumb for the breakeven 
point can b<J j,ugmented to reflect the fact that the interest on the newly created debt may be tax 
deductible: ! 

! 
~arrowing Cost x (1 - Tax Rate); Pension Discount Rafe + PBGC Variable Rate 

In today's int!rest rate environment, this means that borrowing to fund can present favorable economic 
outcomes fo~organizations with an after-tax borrowing cost of 7%-8% or less. The table on the following 
page shows 'l,hich strategy is more favorable under different scenarios. 

l 

l 
I 
'· i 
! 
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' !vs. 

Fund Later 
l 

' Dlsc~upt 3% 
Ratel 

= I 4% 

Pensic(n 
Asse, 
Return 

I 
'i 

5% 

6% 

Borrowing Cost 

6% 8% 10% 12% 

Later 

To put the t~ble above in the context of our earlier example, if the plan sponsor can borrow at a cost of 
less than 1f% (11% x (1 -35%) = 7.15% which is less than 4.50% discount rate+ 3.00% PBGC 

' premiums), Jhere may be significant financial benefits associated with borrowing cash to fund the pension 
plan soone~rather than later. For example, if the plan sponsor can borrow funds at 4.00% to fully fund the 
plan over ttf next three years (following the schedule shown on page 5), the company's overall balance 
sheet at thejend of 10 years will have improved by an amount in excess of$350 million. 

Conclu!ions 
i 

Recent reg<jlatory changes provide plan sponsors additional cash flexibility and may imply a lower focus 
on the key dimension or funding strategy. However, PBGC premium costs are higher than ever as the 
premium ra!)is paid on underfunded liabilities are scheduled to quintuple by 2020 from their 2013 levels. 

I 
Recent datalshows that many U.S. companies have significant stores of cash available that could be 
used for disfretionary funding of the pension plans they sponsor. We showed that when the company 
decides to' hbld that cash for a different corporate purpose, the return on that investment needs to be 
significantly higher for the ~vo strategies to be equivalent. We also showed that consideration should be 
given to bor{ow-to-fund strategies because borrowing costs have been al historic lows in recent years. In 
general, if thp after-tax borrowing cost is lower than the discount rate used for liabilities plus the PBGC 
variable pre,j1ium rate (7%-8% as of early 2016), a borrow-to-fund strategy may be appealing from a 
corporate fir(ance perspective. ,, 
Combining l~ese facts, the environment has changed to make the case stronger than ever for pension 
plan sponso~ to consider a funding strategy different from the regulatory minimum. 

j 
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i 
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! 
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